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1.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This guide is specifically about how to express textual requirements in the context of systems 
engineering.  The aim is to draw together advice from existing standards such as ISO 29148 and the 
authors and reviewers into a single, comprehensive set of characteristics, rules, and attributes.

This guide is not about the capture, elicitation or discovery of requirements, nor is it about 
requirements analysis and the development of models or designs, however requirements play a key 
role in these activities and processes.  The main focus of this guide is to focus on how to express 
requirements clearly and precisely as text once they have been discovered, and in a form convenient 
for further analysis and implementation, independent of whichever Systems Engineering (SE) tool is 
used to capture and manage the requirements throughout the system development lifecycles.  

Although the focus of the guide is on writing textual requirements, it does not, and should not, 
incorporate all the rules of good grammar and writing style. Rather, the guidance given herein 
assumes that the writer has applied proper English grammar and style—for example, applied proper 
punctuation, sentence structure, avoided double negatives, and appropriately located modifying 
clauses.

This guide focuses on the characteristics that must be possessed by well-formed requirement 
statements and sets of requirements and a set of rules for writing requirement statements that, if 
followed, will result in the requirements having these characteristics. The guide includes a set of 
attributes that can be included with the requirement statements to form a complete requirement 
expression (the distinction between a requirement statement and a requirement expression is 
discussed in Section 1.6). Finally, the guide also addresses the concept of boilerplate, template, or 
pattern (see Dick and Llorens, 2012) for a requirement statement. 

In addition to the rules contained in this guide, authors of requirements will also need to conform 
to the specific ontology, rules, processes and templates defined for their organizations.  This guide 
can be used by organizations to develop and document their rules, processes and patterns to be 
consistent with their unique culture and domain. 

1.2 WHY TEXTUAL REQUIREMENTS?
Natural language can be an imperfect way to express requirements.  It can be hard work to be clear, 
precise, and to avoid ambiguity. However, textual requirements remain the only universal means of 
expression that covers the huge variety of concepts needed.

Alternatives to writing sentences to express requirements include:

• Diagrams as part of a modeling approach with well-defined semantics, such as UML for 
software and SysML for systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
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• Tabular formats that provide template structures to collect and present requirements, such as 
Tom Gilb’s Planguage (Gilb, T., 2005) or David Parnas´s SCR (Heitmeyer el al., 1997).

These other approaches can also be imperfect: models do not yet cover the wide range of concepts 
needed such that the requirements and sets of requirements have the characteristics defined in this 
guide, and tabular formats have presentational, traceability, and management challenges.

The reality is that textual requirements are still needed, if only to supplement other means of 
expression.  The advantages of textual requirements include:

• There is no limitation on the concepts that can be expressed.

• Sentences and grammatical structure provide a means of tracing meaningful elements.

• Are more easily understood in an agreement or contract based system development effort by a 
wider, and often, non-technical set of stakeholders.

This guide refers solely to the expression of textual requirements.  If your organization chooses to 
use alternate approaches to defining requirements, the characteristics defined in this guide are still 
applicable.  If the alternate form for stating requirements does not have these characteristics, there is 
a risk that the needs of those for whom the system is being developed will not be met.

1.3 AUDIENCE
This guide is intended for those whose role it is to write, review, and manage textual requirements 
throughout the system development lifecycle processes, and as well as those who read, implement, 
and verify that the developed system meets the requirements.  Although reading and reviewing 
requirements requires less skill than writing, it is helpful to understand why the statements are 
expressed in the way they are.  Understanding the characteristics of well-formed requirements, 
sets of requirements, and the rules that need to be followed that result in requirement statements 
and sets of requirements having these characteristics will help both the authors of requirements as 
well as reviewers, developers, verifiers, etc. to identify defects in requirements, that if not corrected, 
can result in costly rework and entity needs not being realized.  Above all else, requirements are a 
form of communication.  As such it is vital that the intended message is clearly, and unambiguously 
communicated to those the message is intended.  From a legal perspective, the responsibility of 
communicating the message is the responsibility of the sender.

This guide is addressed to practitioners of all levels of experience. Someone new to this role should 
find specific guidance through the rules provided here to be useful, and those more experienced 
should be able to find new insights through the characteristics, rules, and attributes expressed, often 
absent from other standards. 

Because this guide is an INCOSE product, use is restricted as stated per the guidelines stated 
previously.

1.4 APPROACH
This guide presents underlying characteristics of requirements, practical rules for writing requirement 
statements, patterns that can be followed when writing requirement statements, along with attributes 
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to be included with requirement statements that result in a complete requirement expression.  

All requirements and requirement sets need to have the characteristics expressed in this guide.  
The rules provide guidance on how to achieve these characteristics.  Focusing on characteristics 
is important because the set of rules alone can never be a perfect and complete expression of how 
to achieve the goal of well-expressed requirement statements.  The diverse nature of requirements 
means that the rules need to be adapted constantly to particular situations.  Given this reality, an 
understanding of the underlying characteristics informs the adaptation of the rules.  Apart from this, 
human nature being what it is, many of us are better motivated to apply rules if we understand the 
reasoning behind them.

The attributes included in this guide also help to achieve the stated characteristics as well as aid 
in the formulation of the requirements, verification of individual requirements, system validation, 
management of the requirements, and help to indicate applicability and enable reuse of the 
requirements.

Pre-defined patterns for requirement statements provide a template or boilerplate for various types of 
requirements helping to ensure the requirement statements have the defined characteristics.

1.5 CONCEPTS
The characteristics, rules, and patterns for writing requirement statements, and attributes that can 
be associated with requirement statements to form complete requirements expressions are better 
understood if a few concepts are first explained.

When describing system development, some form of distinction is commonly made between ‘needs’ 
and ‘requirements’. Needs are typically considered to be expectations stated in the language of those 
at the business management level or of stakeholders at the business operations level. Requirements 
are generated from needs through a process of requirements analysis (which is also called business 
analysis or mission analysis at the higher levels)—there may be more than one requirement defined 
for any need.  Requirements are considered to be formal statements that are structured and the 
system being developed can be verified to have met the requirements that drove the design and 
build/code activities and validated to have met the stakeholder needs and expectations from which 
the requirements were developed. 

As illustrated in Figure 1 (p. 10), needs and requirements (see definitions in Section 1.6) exist at 
several levels (Ryan, 2013)—see also the “systems engineering sandwich” (Dick and Chard, 2004; 
Hull, Jackson, and Dick, 2011). There is an enterprise view in which enterprise leadership sets the 
enterprise strategies in the form of a Concept of Operations (ConOps) or Strategic Business Plan 
(SBP); a business management view in which business management derive business needs and 
constraints as well as formalize their requirements; a business operations’ view in which stakeholders 
define their needs and requirements; and a system’s view in which the system is defined in logical 
and physical views. Subsequently, at the lower level there are views of the subsystem and other 
system elements. Note that a system may comprise a number of elements including products, people, 
and processes.  Together these elements enable a needed capability for the organization.

At the highest level, the enterprise has several strategies that will guide its future. A system has its 
genesis in the enterprise ConOps or SBP which communicates the leadership’s intentions regarding 
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the operation of the organization—in terms of existing systems and systems to be developed.  At 
this level the ConOps, or SBP, defines the enterprise in terms of ‘brand’ and establishes a mission 
statement and corresponding goals and objectives, which clearly state the reason for the enterprise 
and its strategy for moving forward.

The Business or Mission Analysis Process begins with business management using the guidance 
in the enterprise ConOps or SBP to define business needs, largely in the form of a set of life-
cycle concepts, which capture the business management’s concepts for acquisition, development, 
marketing, operations, deployment, support, and retirement. Chief among these concepts is the 
business management Operational Concept (OpsCon). These concepts are used to define specific 
business needs for that level, which are then elaborated and formalized into business requirements, 
which are documented in the Business Requirements Specification (BRS) or Business Requirement 
Document (BRD). The process by which business needs are transformed into business requirements 
is called mission analysis or business analysis.  

At the business management level, requirements for governance of enterprise business operations 
are defined, as are the overall concepts to be used by business operations.  Examples include 

Figure 1. Transformation of needs into requirements (Ryan, 2013).
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business goals and objectives, principal capabilities, branding, quality, safety, regulations and 
standards, and high-level processes.  These processes include approaches to project management, 
data management, and systems engineering.  At this level, these requirements can be on both 
the organization, program/project, and people developing a system as well as requirements on 
the systems the enterprise develops (e.g., statement of work requirements on the organization 
responsible for developing the system of interest).

Once business management are satisfied that their needs and requirements are reasonably complete 
at the necessary level of abstraction, they are passed on to the business operations level for 
implementation. Here, the Stakeholder Needs and Requirements (SNR) Definition Process starts with 
the ConOps and the concepts contained in the life-cycle concepts as guidance. The requirements 
engineer (RE) or business analyst (BA) leads stakeholders from the business operations level 
through a structured process to elicit stakeholder needs and develop life-cycle concepts, which 
are documented in the form of a business operations OpsCon or similar document (see Figure 1). 
Structured processes used by the RE or BA to elicit specific stakeholder needs include user stories, 
storyboards, use cases, scenarios, system concepts or operations concepts. For further discussion 
of the Concept of Operations and the Operational Concept Document, and their interplay, see ANSI/
AIAA G-043-2012e, Guide to the Preparation of Operational Concept Documents.

At the business operations level, there are two prime areas of focus. The first is on the programs/
projects, people, and processes in the organization that will be involved in operations management 
and in developing systems for both internal and external customers. Program/project management, 
systems engineering, sustaining engineering, safety, quality, information technology, configuration 
management, and data management type process are developed.  The information architecture 
and software tools to support these processes are acquired, installed, and maintained. People are 
trained in these processes and tools.  Stakeholder needs concerning the processes and tools are 
transformed into a formal set of stakeholder requirements, which are documented in the Stakeholder 
Requirement Specification (StRS) or Stakeholder Requirement Document (StRD) as well as Plans, 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), Work Instructions (WIs), Process Definition Documents 
(PDDs), etc.  A key point is that this set of requirements is on the organization, programs/projects, 
and people involved in business operations activities.

The second focus at Business Operations level is the systems the enterprise develops, both systems 
to satisfy the needs of internal as well as external stakeholders. Stakeholder needs concerning the 
systems to be developed are transformed into a formal set of stakeholder requirements, which are 
documented in the Stakeholder Requirement Specification (StRS) or Stakeholder Requirement 
Document (StRD). That transformation is guided by a formal process of requirements analysis. 
This requirements analysis can involve the use of functional flow diagrams, timeline analysis, N2 
Diagrams, design reference missions, modelling and simulations, movies, pictures, states and 
modes analysis, fault tree analysis, failure modes and effects analysis, and trace studies. A key point 
is that this set of requirements is on the systems being developed, rather than on the organization 
developing the system.

At the system level, the RE or BA transforms the stakeholder needs and life-cycle concepts 
documented in the business operations OpsCon or similar document in to a system OpsCon or 
similar document.  While the focus of the business operations OpsCon is from the stakeholders’ 
viewpoint, the system OpsCon is from the system viewpoint. At this level, the System Requirements 
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Definition Process, the system needs in the system OpsCon and requirements in the StRS are then 
transformed by the RE or BA into System Requirements for the system to be developed, which are 
documented in the System Requirement Specification (SyRS) or System Requirement Document 
(SyRD). As in the preceding processes, the RE or BA transforms needs into requirements using the 
same requirements analysis methods described above. At each level, the resulting requirements 
are documented, agreed-to, baselined and placed under configuration management. Note that 
some organizations may prepare individual life-cycle concepts for each of the systems that are to 
be developed to meet the business needs.  For systems that are outsourced, the organizational/
people type requirements are documented in a Statement of Work (SOW), while the system technical 
requirements are in the SyRS or SyRD type documents.

A set of requirements that has been documented, agreed-to, and baselined at one level will flow 
down to the next level as shown in Figure 1. At each level, the requirements are a result of the 
transformation process of the needs at that level as well a result of the elaboration (decomposition 
and/or derivation) of the requirements from the previous level.  As such, SyRS or SyRD requirements 
are either decomposed from (that is, made explicit) or derived from (that is, implied) by the 
requirements of the system OpsCon and StRS or StRD.  Consequently, several systems, each 
described by the system OpsCon and SyRS, may be defined to meet the capability required by the 
StRS. The same is true at the subsystem level, where the subsystem requirements may be either 
decomposed or derived from the subsystem OpsCon and SyRS or SyRD. In all cases, for each 
level shown in Figure 1, the set of requirements can be traced back to the needs from which they 
were transformed as well as the requirements at the previous level from which they were either 
decomposed or derived.

How requirements are expressed differs through these levels and, therefore, so do the rules for 
expressing them. As requirements are developed - and solutions designed - down through the levels 
of abstraction, we expect requirement statements to become more and more specific.  At the highest, 
governance level, the ideal requirement is not specific to a particular solution, and permits a range of 
possible implementations or solutions.  At the lowest level, statements of requirement will be entirely 
specific to the selected solution.  

It is important to note that the form of requirements at one level may not be appropriate for another 
level.  For example, at the business management level, there may be a requirement that all products 
shall be “safe” or of the “highest quality” or projects shall develop products using “best practices” 
defined by organizations like INCOSE, Project Management Institute (PMI), or Capability Maturity 
Model Integrated (CMMI).  At the business management level, they may define process requirements 
for implementing some capability level of Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) or Agile.  While 
these are poor system level requirements, it is appropriate for the Business Management level.  

At the next level, business operations, there will be less ambiguous and more detailed requirements 
that define safe and quality. They will set up project management offices and systems engineering 
offices that will be managed according to the best practices and processes required by the business 
management level stakeholders.  These requirements apply across all product lines.  

At the system level, more specific safety and quality requirements will be developed for that specific 
system.  These requirements will then be allocated to the system elements at the next lower level.  
The Programs or Projects responsible for developing the systems will develop specific requirements 
for how they will implement the management and systems engineering process requirements defined 
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at the business operations level.

It is important to differentiate between requirements on the systems to be developed from the 
requirements on the organization, people, and program/project responsible for developing those 
systems.  A common issue is mixing the two types of requirements together rather than documenting 
them separately. 

Note: In the discussion concerning the model depicted in Figure 1, the term “level” was used.  
Sometimes, levels can also refer to layers.  This is especially true when talking about levels of 
architecture.  In the rest of this guide, the term “layer” or “level” can be assumed to mean the same 
thing. Caution should be used to make sure your intent when using the following terms is clear: 
level of organization, level of architecture, level of detail, high level requirements, or low-level 
requirements. To address this ambiguity, some organizations have chosen to use the term “tier” to 
refer to levels of architecture. 

An example of why levels of requirements above the system level need to be addressed:

When an organization develops a system, it needs to use system thinking to address the 
macro system in which the system under development must work.  This macro system 
includes organizational units above the project or program level that is developing a specific 
system.

The enterprise, business management, and business operations levels are necessary because 
they represent three significantly different perspectives that must be defined and implemented 
in a top-down manner.  Failure to do so is a common cause of failed projects.

Consider a wood-felling company whose management have just returned from a 1930s-trade 
show where they witnessed a demonstration of the revolutionary chainsaw that has been 
introduced to the market by Andreas Stihl’s new company.  Although the ability to cut down 
trees at a greater rate is very attractive, the company cannot simply nominate one of the 
stakeholders to sit down and write a system specification for the procurement of chainsaws.  
From a systems view, how will this new, transforming technology be phased into operations?

Further, management cannot even ask stakeholders at the business operations level to 
describe what they want from the introduction of the new chainsaw capability in the form of 
stakeholder needs and requirements. The current operational managers are used to managing 
axe men who are not able (and probably not willing since they are going to be re-trained at 
best and, at worst, let go) to describe in any manner how the new tool is to be operated, since 
they have no familiarity with the operating procedures, training, safety, or the maintenance 
necessary for the new equipment. 

Similarly, the logistics staff at the business operation level will know, in considerable detail, 
current logistic information such as the number of axe handles broken per linear meter of 
hardwood cut in support of current operations, but will know nothing of the support for a tool 
that will need a different maintenance methodology, significantly different support materials 
such as fuel and lubrication, different storage, and many more parts of much greater variety 
(such as chains, sparkplugs, and pistons,).
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Before the business operations level can even begin to address their requirements, 
therefore, the business management level above them must decide how the new capability 
is to be introduced into the organization. Is the reason to procure chainsaws to fell trees 
faster, or to cut down the same amount of wood more efficiently (with fewer operators, for 
example)? In either case, will the current tradesmen be retained and retrained, or will new 
operators be required? With axes, the tradesmen own their own axes and are responsible 
for maintaining the axes (keeping them sharp and replacing broken handles supplied by 
the company.)   With the company procuring the chainsaws, what new logistics support will 
be required and how will it be acquired? How will the company transport materials—such 
as fuel and lubrication—that are not currently supported? How will the new capability be 
maintained (engine and chains), and by whom? How will the organizational structure need 
to be changed? How will the new capability be deployed—across all operators at once, or 
team by team, or region by region? If wood is to be produced faster, will additional transport 
vehicles be required to extract the product, and will additional sawmill capacity be required? 
Ultimately, of course, business management must also consider whether they want to 
produce more wood at the risk of flooding their own market resulting in a falling price.

Before an acquisition can be considered, therefore, the business management level must 
draft the initial versions of the acquisition concept, operating concept, deployment concept, 
maintenance concept, and retirement concept. Those concepts can then be fleshed out by 
the selected stakeholders from the business operations level before passing on to systems 
designers and procurement to develop the system specification and statement of work for 
the new chainsaws and supporting infrastructure and materials.  In addition, procurement 
plans, maintenance manuals, operating instructions, safety plans, training, etc. can be 
developed.

Looking at the system development top-down then, the need for the three distinct levels 
is evident and we can see why the lack of business management attention is the principal 
reason for project failure.

This same systems thinking thought process is needed when an organization wants to 
adopt any new technology or process.  To successfully adopt new concepts like Agile, 
Lean, Six-Sigma, Model-based System Engineering (MBSE), etc., these three levels need 
to be considered.

1.6 DEFINITIONS
Before considering the characteristics of well-formed requirements and the supporting rules for writing 
requirements, we define several fundamental terms, based on the definitions provided in Ryan, 
Wheatcraft, Dick, and Zinni (2014).

Since terms such as system and system element are level-specific, we need a term that can apply at 
any level and to any single thing at that level.  Each of these things is referred to as an “entity” which 
has needs that are to be met.
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An entity is a single thing to which a need or requirement refers: an enterprise, 
business unit, system, or system element (which could be a product, process, human, 
or organization).

A need is the result of a formal transformation of one or more concepts into an agreed-
to expectation for an entity to perform some function or possess some quality (within 
specified constraints).

Developing requirements is more than an exercise in writing. Developing requirements is a systems 
engineering activity where the SE or BA, through formal analysis, determines specifically what the 
system must do to meet the entity needs. 

A requirement statement is the result of a formal transformation of one or more needs 
into an agreed-to obligation for an entity to perform some function or possess some 
quality (within specified constraints).

A requirement is more than just a well-formed requirement statement which is written very succinctly 
in a standard format (following a specific requirement pattern) having the characteristics defined in 
this guide.  The full requirement expression includes associated attributes that aid in the development 
and management of the requirement and requirement set. 

A requirement expression includes a requirement statement and a set of associated 
attributes. 

If a requirement statement results from a formal transformation of one or more needs into an agreed-
to obligation for an entity, then by decomposition the key elements of that definition are: formal 
transformation and agreed-to obligation.  Each of those two elements can be elaborated further by 
stating specific characteristics of a well-formed requirement. (Note: These characteristics are defined 
in section 2.0.)

•	 Formal Transformation. Including this term in the definition makes it clear that a 
requirement is the result of engineering analysis using one or more of the methods 
discussed earlier.  For each “need” the RE or BA asks: what does the entity have to do 
or what characteristic must it possess in order for the need to be realized? Engineering 
analysis results in one or more requirements.  Given the requirement is a result of a formal 
transformation, the following characteristics of a well-formed requirement have been 
derived:
• Necessary
• Singular
• Conforming
• Appropriate
• Correct

•	 Agreed-to Obligation. Including this aspect in the definition makes it clear that, before 
a requirement is valid, both the customer and provider must agree with the requirement 
statement. Note: we are using the term “customer” to refer to the entity requesting a work 
product.  The customer may be internal or external to the enterprise. Many people may 
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want to levy requirements on a system, but until that requirement is formally agreed-to and 
is part of a contract (in this Guide, “contract” refers to the acquirer-supplier relationship, 
as discussed at the end of this section), it is not a valid system requirement. Since 
the requirement is to be a part of a fair agreement to meet an obligation, the following 
characteristics of a requirement have been derived.
• Unambiguous
• Complete
• Feasible
• Verifiable

Earlier, a requirement expression was defined as including a requirement statement with a set of 
associated attributes. 

An attribute is additional information included with a requirement statement, which is 
used to aid in the management of that requirement.

Attributes can be organized within four broad categories: (Note: Attributes are discussed and define in 
more detail in section 5).

• Attributes to help define the requirement and its intent.

• Attributes associated with the entity of interest and system verification. 

• Attributes to help maintain the requirement(s). 

• Attributes to show applicability and allow reuse. 

Although each individual requirement expression is important, it is ultimately the set of requirements 
that will describe the complete entity and will be agreed-to as a contractual obligation — that 
description is contained in a requirement specification or document for the entity.

A set of requirements is a structured set of agreed-to requirement expressions for the 
entity and its external interfaces documented in an Entity (Enterprise/Business Unit/
System/System Element/Process) Requirements Specification (Document).

Given a requirement statement results from a formal transformation of one or more needs into an 
agreed-to obligation for an entity, a set of requirements results from the formal transformation of the 
set of needs that represents an agreed-to obligation for the entity.  Again, the key elements of that 
definition are a formal transformation and an agreed-to obligation.  Each of these two elements can 
therefore be elaborated further by stating specific characteristics of a well-written set of requirements 
(Genova et al, 2013). (Note: These characteristics are defined in section 3.0.)

•	 Formal Transformation. As the set of requirements is the result of a formal transformation, 
the following characteristics of the requirement set have been derived:
• Complete
• Consistent
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•	 Agreed-to Obligation.  Since the set of requirements is to be a result of a fair agreement 
to meet an obligation, the following characteristics of the set have been derived:
• Feasible
• Comprehensible
• Able to be validated

Note that “feasible” is a characteristic of both the individual requirement statement and the set of 
requirements.  While individual requirements may be feasible, the set of requirements may contain 
a quantity of requirements that is not feasible given the schedule and budget allocated to the 
development effort.

The needs and requirements apply to an entity, which could exist at any level of the model.  Because 
of this, the entity could be an enterprise, business unit, system, or system element (which could be a 
product, process, human, or organization).  

It should also be noted that development of a new entity, or an upgrade of an existing entity, can 
be performed as a result of various types of acquirer-supplier relationships.  Development can be 
performed pursuant to a formal contract between two enterprises, or under a formal contract between 
two separate parts of an enterprise, or less formally between the end-user and the developer within 
a given element of an enterprise. Regardless of the formality of the acquirer-supplier relationship, 
formal documentation of the end-user and acquirer’s requirements, as a rigorous transformation of 
the needs, will lead to a smoother development project, resulting in a product fit-for-use and satisfying 
the customer.  

Note: The development of formal documentation of the end-user and acquirer’s requirements is 
needed for groups that incorporate an “Agile” approach to development of their System of Interest 
(SOI).  It is important that the boundary between the customer (person or organization requesting 
a work product) is clearly defined.  This set of requirements should focus on “what” functionality, 
performance, quality, and standards are needed, avoiding stating “how”. This set of requirements 
includes requirements transformed from stakeholder needs as well as interactions between the 
SOI being developed and other systems it interacts with.  Within the Agile team, communication of 
internal requirements may be less formal. As part of the Agile development activities, assuming the 
customers agree, the Agile team may involve the customer in the internal development activities. 
This involvement is beneficial when the true intent of a requirement is not clear and the customer 
may prefer one solution (how) as compared to other solutions.  However, once the SOI is ready for 
delivery, the team must perform system verification and system validation as defined in section 1.7.

Figure 2 summarizes the relationships among the requirements engineering terms defined above. 

See next page for figure 2. 
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1.7 VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION
The terms “verification” and “validation” are used throughout this guide. While these terms are 
commonly used, the true meaning of the concepts represented in each are often misunderstood and 
the terms are often used interchangeably without making clear the context in which they are used 
resulting in ambiguity. To avoid this ambiguity, each term needs to be preceded by a modifier (i.e., 
the subject) which clearly denotes the proper context in which the term is being used, specifically 
requirement verification or requirement validation; design verification or design validation; system 
verification or system validation as shown in Figure 3.  The concepts of verification and validation 
are very different depending on the modifier. When using these terms, it should be clear as to which 
concept is intended.

See next page for figure 3. 

Figure 2. Entity-relationship diagram for requirements terms (Ryan and Wheatcraft, 2016).
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Figure 3. Verification and validation are the processes of confirming that Systems Engineering 
artifacts generated during the transformation processes are acceptable

Context example: As shown in Figure 3, a requirement set is the result of a formal 
transformation of stakeholder needs and expectations in to the requirement set.  
Correspondingly, design is a result of formal transformation of the requirement set in to an 
agree-to design, and a system is a formal transformation of the design into that system.

The process of creating a requirement set involves: 

• analysing stakeholder needs and expectations to obtain the necessary elements to be 
included in the requirement set; 

• selecting a format for the requirement expression and an organization of the requriement 
set;

• identifying the characteristics of the desired result against the organizational guidelines and 
rules by which the requirement statements and requirement set is to be written; and 

• transforming the stakeholder needs and expectations into a set of requirements that 
unambiguously communicates these stakeholder needs and expectations to the design 
organization.

In this context, Requirement Verification confirms, by inspection, that the requirements contain 
the necessary elements and possess the characteristics of a well-formed requirement, and 
that the requirement set and conforms to the rules set forth in the organization’s requirement 
development guidelines. Requirement Validation confirms, by inspection and analysis, that 
the resulting requirement set meets the intent of the stakeholder needs from which the 
requirements and requirement set was decomposed or derived. Thus, a requirement statement 
and requirement set is/are confirmed by both verification and validation.
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To identify how we use the terms within this guide and to help remove the ambiguity in the use of the 
terms “verification” and “validation”, the following definitions of these terms are included in terms of a 
product life cycle context:

•	 Requirement	Verification: the process of ensuring the requirement meets the rules and 
characteristics defined for writing a good requirement. The focus is on the wording and structure 
of the requirement. “Is the requirement worded or structured correctly in accordance with the 
organization’s standards, guidelines, rules, and checklists?” In accordance with the earlier 
discussion on levels of requirements above the system level, these standards, guidelines, rules, 
and checklists would be developed at the business management and operations levels.

•	 Requirement Validation: confirmation that the requirements and requirement set is an 
agreed-to transformation that clearly communicates the stakeholder needs and expectations 
in a language understood by the developers. The focus is on the message the requirements 
and requirement set is communicating. “Does the requirements and requirements set clearly 
and correctly communicate the stakeholder expectations and needs?” “Are we doing the right 
things?” or “Are we building the right thing [as defined by the requirement set]?”

Requirement verification and requirement validation activities should be done continuously as one 
develops the requirements at each level as part of the requirement set baseline activities performed 
during the System Requirements Review (SRR) or similar type of gate review at each level.  

Note: Most organizations do not make a distinction between requirement verification vs requirement 
validation.  Rather they use only the phrase “requirement validation” to mean both.  Using the 
phrase “requirement verification” often confuses the conversation in that many interpret “requirement 
verification” to have the same meaning as “system verification” as defined later.

Figure 3 also carries these concepts forward to design and realization of the system under 
development.

Once the requirements set is baselined, the requirements are transformed into a design of the 
system.  Most organizations also have a dedicated set of “design guidelines” or “golden rules” that 
guide the design process. Per the earlier discussion on levels of requirements above the system 
level, these design guidelines would be developed at the business management and business 
operations levels.  These guidelines represent best practices and lessons learned the design team 
is expected to follow.  As part of the design process, the design team may develop prototypes or 
engineering units.  They will use these to run tests to fine tune their design.

After the system design is complete, there is usually a gate review or series of reviews where the 
design is both verified and validated (e.g. System Design Review (SDR), Preliminary Design Review 
(PDR), Critical Design Review (CDR).  In this context, design verification has two aspects: 1) Does 
the design clearly represent the requirement set that drove the design? and 2) Did the design team 
follow the organization’s guidelines for design?  Also as part of the gate review design validation is 
addressed to determine whether the resulting design for the system, when implemented, will result in 
the intended purpose being met in the operational environment and the stakeholder’s expectations 
and needs being met.  

Frequently, during the gate reviews, the design team “pushes back” on requirements that proved 
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difficult to meet or were deemed not feasible for reasons of cost, schedule, and/or technology. This 
results in proposed changes to the requirements which are submitted to the configuration control 
authority for the system for approval.  When this happens, not only do the requirements need to be 
changed, but also the stakeholder expectations and needs from which the requirements were derived 
may need to be examined, which could result in a scope change.

Design verification and design validation activities should be done as part of a continuous process 
during the design phase as well as during the base-lining of the design in the gate review(s).

Based on this discussion, to help remove the ambiguity in the use of the terms “verification” and 
“validation”, the following definitions for design verification and design validation are included in terms 
of a product life cycle context. 

•	 Design	Verification: the process of ensuring the design meets the rules and characteristics 
defined for the organization’s best guidelines for design. The focus is on the design process. 
“Did we follow our organization’s guidelines for doing the design correctly?” Per the earlier 
discussion on levels of requirements above the system level, these standards, guidelines, rules, 
and checklists would be developed at the business management and operations levels.  The 
design process also includes ensuring the design reflects the design-to requirements. Thus, 
design verification is also a confirmation the design is an agreed-to transformation of the design-
to requirements into a design that clearly implements those requirements correctly. “Does the 
design clearly and correctly represent the design-to requirement set?” “Did we design the thing 
right?” 

•	 Design Validation:  confirmation the design will result in a system that meets its intended 
purpose in its operational environment. Will the design result in a system that will meet the 
stakeholder expectations (needs) that were defined during the scope definition phase? The 
focus is on the message the design is communicating. “How well does the design meet the 
intent of the stakeholders?” “Do we have the right design?” “Are we doing the right things?” “Will 
this design result in the stakeholder expectations and needs being met?”

Once the design is baselined, the design is transformed; via build, code, buy, or reuse; into the 
SOI.  Similar to the discussion for the design process, most organizations have a set of “guidelines” 
or “golden rules” that guide the build (manufacture or code) process.  These include workmanship 
and quality control requirements for the organization. Again, per the earlier discussion on levels of 
requirements above the system level, these build guidelines would be developed at the business 
operations level.

After the system has been built or coded, there will be a gate review where the system is both verified 
and validated.  At this stage of the system lifecycle, the concepts of system verification and system 
validation take on a more formal meaning.  Thus, the Systems Engineering (SE) lifecycle processes 
include the processes of System Verification and System Validation.  Each process represents a set 
of activities (test, demonstration, inspection, analysis) that cumulate with one or more gate reviews 
associated with the acceptance of the system by the customer.  Thus, System Verification is a formal 
SE process and has a legal aspect where the developer is proving the baselined requirement set has 
been met. From a contracting perspective, the baselined requirements are a type of contract and are 
legally binding.  
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In this context, system verification has three aspects: 1) Does the built or coded SOI clearly represent 
the requirements that drove the design? Did we build the right thing? 2) Does the built or coded SOI 
clearly represent the build or code to requirements specified by the design, and 3) Did the build or 
code team follow the organizations guidelines for manufacturing and coding?  

Following system verification, system validation is performed.  Again, System Validation is a formal 
SE process and has a legal aspect where the developer is proving whether the built or coded and 
verified system, results in the intended purpose being met in the operational environment and the 
stakeholder’s expectations and needs being met.  Like the system requirements, the baselined 
stakeholder needs and requirements defined during the scope definition phase can also be 
considered part of a contract and are legally binding.

Based on this discussion, to help remove the ambiguity in the use of the terms “verification” and 
“validation”, the following definitions for system verification and system validation are included in 
terms of a product life cycle context.

•	 System	Verification: a process performed after design, build, or coding, making sure the 
designed and built or coded system meets its requirements. The focus is on the built or 
coded system and how well it meets the agreed-to requirement set that drove the design and 
fabrication. Methods used for system verification include: test, demonstration, inspection, or 
analysis. “Did we build the thing right?”  Also, included in system verification is a determination 
that the team responsible for building or coding the system of interests followed the 
organization’s rules, guidelines, and best practices associated with manufacturing and coding 
defined at the business management and operations levels. The focus is on the manufacturing 
or coding processes. “Did we follow our organization’s guidelines for manufacturing or coding 
correctly?”

•	 System Validation: a process that occurs after system verification that makes sure the 
designed, built, and verified system meets its intended purpose in its operational environment. 
The focus is on the completed system and how well it meets stakeholder expectations (needs) 
that were defined during the scope definition phase that should have occurred at the beginning 
of the project. “Did we build the right thing?”  

System verification and system validation processes are directly related to the contractual obligation 
concept for a requirement statement and set of requirements.  It is through these process activities 
we prove we have met both the agreed-to requirements and the agreed-to needs of the entities who 
are the source of or own them. This is often accomplished as part of certification and acceptance 
activities.

While the previous section presented definitions that are useful in helping address the issues of 
ambiguity in the use of the terms verification and validation, Systems engineering is more complex.  
Systems engineering is an iterative and recursive process.  Requirements development and design 
occur top-down as shown on the left side of the SE “V” as shown in Figure 4.

See next page for figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Verification and Validation and the Systems Engineering “V” Model

Systems engineering starts with the concept stage where stakeholder needs, expectations, 
and requirements are elicited, documented, and baselined.  This is part of defining the scope of 
the system to be developed.  Next, the stakeholder needs, expectations and requirements are 
transformed into a set of system requirements which are baselined via requirements verification and 
requirements validation as discussed above.  Once the system requirements are baselined, design 
results in a system architecture in which the subsystems are defined.  The design at this level is 
baselined via the design verification and design validation process discussed above.

For each subsystem, the above cycle is repeated with the definition of stakeholder subsystem 
needs, expectations, and stakeholder requirements are defined and transformed into subsystem 
requirements, which are baselined via requirements verification and requirements validation as 
discussed above.  Once the subsystem requirements are baselined, design results in a subsystem 
architecture in which the units/components are defined.  This design is baselined via the design 
verification and design validation process discussed above. This process repeats until the 
organization makes a buy, build, code, or reuse decision. (Some organizations may bring in an 
outside team to perform requirement and design verification and validation independently from the 
developing organization.  When this is done, this is often referred to as Independent Verification and 
Validation (IV&V)).

Systems engineering integration, system verification, and system validation processes occur bottom-
up as shown on the right side of the SE “V” as shown in Figure 4.  

Once all the components that make up the subsystems are developed, unit/component verification 
and unit/component validation take place as described above.  Once these activities are complete, 
the units/components are integrated together and then the resulting subsystems are verified and 
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validated as described above.  Once the subsystem verification and subsystem validation activities 
are complete, the subsystems are integrated together and then system verification activities are 
completed. In the end, proof will be documented that can be evaluated by the customer to determine 
system verification activities have been completed successfully showing that the stakeholder 
requirements have been met (both organizational/people requirements as well as the technical 
requirements).

Following system verification activities, system validation activities are performed.  This could be done 
in the form of acceptance and/or operations evaluation and validation activities.  In the end, proof 
will be documented that can be evaluated by the customer to determine system validation activities 
have been completed successfully, stakeholder needs have been met, and the system will operate as 
intended in its operational environment.  

Following the customer evaluation, the system can be accepted and ownership transferred to the 
customer.

1.8 ORGANIZATION
This guide focuses on the writing of requirements and addresses the following aspects of 
requirements: the characteristics of individual requirement statements, the characteristics of sets 
of requirements, the rules for individual requirement statements that help to formulate requirement 
statements that have these characteristics, the rules for sets of requirements that help to formulate 
sets that have these characteristics, the attributes of individual requirement statements, and the 
requirement patterns every well-formed requirement should follow.

This guide is organized as follows:

Section 2.0 defines the characteristics of individual requirement statements, provides rationale for the 
characteristics, and provides guidance for helping understand the characteristics.

Section 3.0 defines the characteristics of sets of requirements, provides rationale for the 
characteristics, and provides guidance for helping understand the characteristics.

Section 4.0 defines the rules for individual requirement statements and sets of requirements that 
help to formulate requirement statements and sets of requirements.  Included with each rule is an 
explanation of the rule and examples of the application of the rule. 

Section 5.0 defines attributes that can be attached to requirement statements to form requirement 
expressions. Also included is guidance on the use of attributes.

Appendix A lists acronyms and abbreviations used in this document.

Appendix B defines the concept of requirement patterns and lists examples of patterns that can be 
used for different types of requirement statements.
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This section defines the characteristics of individual requirement statements, provides rationale for 
the characteristics, and provides guidance for helping understand the characteristics.

In defining requirements, care should be exercised to ensure the requirement is appropriately crafted.  
The following characteristics of requirements statements are elaborated in this guide:

2.1 C1 - NECESSARY

Definition:

The requirement defines an essential capability, characteristic, constraint, or quality factor. If it is not included 
in the set of requirements, a deficiency in capability or characteristic will exist, which cannot be fulfilled by 
implementing other requirements. 

Rationale:
The formal transformation must result in a requirement that is necessary in order to meet a need or set 
of needs for the entity. Realization of every requirement requires resources, effort, and cost in the form of 
processing, management, and verification. Unnecessary requirements can lead to non-value added work, 
additional cost, and unnecessary risk.  Only necessary requirements should therefore be included in the 
requirement set. Once each requirement is proven to be necessary, the set of requirements must then be a 
sufficient solution to the set of needs.  

Guidance:
A requirement must be able to be traced to a source which could be one or more entity need(s) or higher-
level allocated parent requirement.

A requirement is not necessary (not needed in the set of requirements) if: 

• the requirement can be removed and the remaining set will still result in the entity needs being satisfied; 

• the intent of the requirement will be met by the implementation of other requirements; or

• the author cannot communicate the reason for the requirement (that is, it does not have a valid rationale).

This characteristic can only be assured by reviewing each requirement against the mission, goals, and 
objectives as well as drivers, constraints, concepts, and scenarios defined for the entity.  If the requirement 
cannot be traced to one or more entity needs (or parent requirement), it is not necessary.  The inclusion of 
rationale and other attributes defined in section 5, such as trace to source or parent, for each requirement 
also aids in communicating the necessity and intent of the requirement.

Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R32 -  /Uniqueness/ExpressOnce

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF REQUIREMENT STATEMENTS
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Attributes that help establish this characteristic:
A1 - Rationale
A4 - Trace To Parent Requirements

A5 - Trace To Source

2.2 C2 - APPROPRIATE

Definition:
The specific intent and amount of detail of the requirement is appropriate to the level (level of abstraction) of 
the entity to which it refers.  

Rationale:
Requirements may be imposed at any level; however, as a rule, a requirement should be expressed at the 
level of the entity to which it refers. The requirement should state what needs to be stated for the level of the 
entity, not how the requirement should be met.

Guidance:
The requirement must not be any more detailed or specific than is necessary for the level at which it 
is stated.  In particular, the subject of the requirement needs to be appropriate to the level in which the 
requirement lives. Unless there is a good reason, a requirement subject/noun should refer to the entity at the 
level of the requirement (not higher or lower).  The requirement avoids placing unnecessary constraints on 
the architectural design at the given level.  

The goal is to be implementation-independent. There may be cases where there is good rationale for 
stating implementation.  When this happens, the rationale must be included to make it clear why the specific 
implementation needs to be stated.  

A useful question to ask of a requirement is “for what purpose?” or “why?” If the requirement is expressed in 
implementation terms, the answer to this question may be the real requirement.

A requirement should be stated at the level at which verification will be performed.

Lower level requirements stated at a higher level may seem like implementation.  In this case, the real higher 
level requirement may not be stated and thus not properly allocated to the next lower level.  Conversely, 
higher level requirements stated improperly at a lower level can be problematic because they may not be 
allocated properly to the other parts, resulting in missing requirements.

If the requirement is valid, but at a lower or higher level, determine what the appropriate level is and 
document the requirement at that level.

It is good practice that, once the next level of requirements is written, the team do a “leveling” exercise, 
where they look at each requirement at the higher level and determine whether or not it is at the appropriate 
level or should be moved down a level. 
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Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R3 - /Accuracy//Accuracy/Subject/Verb
R33 - /Abstraction/SolutionFree

2.3 C3 - UNAMBIGUOUS

Definition:
The requirement is stated in such a way that it can be interpreted in only one way.

Rationale:
A requirement statement must lend itself to a single interpretation of intent.  An agreement is difficult to enact 
unless both parties are clear on the exact obligation.  Ambiguity leads to multiple interpretations such that the 
stakeholder expectations may not be met.

The intent of a requirement must be understood in the same way by the writer, the designer, and those doing 
verification activities following the “reasonable person” guideline. Ambiguity leads to interpretations of a 
requirement not intended by the author, and the ensuing problems, including project delay and even perhaps 
litigation and financial loss.

Guidance:
When writing a requirement statement ask whether or not it could be interpreted more than one way. Also ask 
whether or not it is verifiable, i.e., whether it is stated in such a way that positive proof can be obtained based 
on the wording of the requirement without having to interpret the meaning or make assumptions as to the 
meaning. Additionally, it is useful for the parties who are involved in the implementation of the requirements 
or system verification and system validation to be involved in the development, review, and baseline of the 
requirements.  When they see requirements that are ambiguous and their intent not clear, they can identify 
the problem and suggest an alternate, unambiguous wording of the requirement.  As a minimum, it is 
recommend the  requirement owner(s) take the system designer and development team on a walkthrough of 
the requirement set to ensure that requirements are understood, individually and as a set.

Due to the limitations of language, it may prove difficult to completely remove all ambiguity.  In this case the 
use of the rationale attribute may provide additional insight of the intent to remove the ambiguity.

The possibility of ambiguity is reduced by addressing these questions and applying the following rules. 

Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R1 - /Accuracy/UseDefiniteArticles
R2 - /Accuracy/UseActiveVoice

R3 - /Accuracy/Subject/Verb

R4 - /Accuracy/UseDefinedTerms

R6 - /Accuracy/Units

R7 - /Accuracy/AvoidAdverbs
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Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R9 - /Accuracy/NoEscapeClauses

R10 - /Accuracy/NoOpenEnded

R11 - /Concision/NoInfinitives

R12 - /Concision/SeparateClauses

R13 - /NonAmbiguity/CorrectGrammar

R14 - /NonAmbiguity/CorrectSpelling

R15 - /NonAmbiguity/CorrectPunctuation

R16 - /NonAmbiguity/Conjunction

R17 - /NonAmbiguity/AvoidAndOr

R18 - /NonAmbiguity/Oblique

R19 - /Singularity/SingleSentence

R20 - /Singularity/AvoidCombinators

R24 - /Singularity/Enumeration

R25 - /Singularity/Context

R26 - /Completeness/AvoidPronouns

R30 - /Conditions/ExplicitLists

R34 - /Quantifiers/Universals

R35 - /Tolerance/ValueRange

R36 - /Quantification/Measurable

R37 - /Quantification/TemporalIndefinite

R38 - /UniformLanguage/DefineTerms

R39 -  /UniformLanguage/DefineAcronyms

Attributes that help establish this characteristic:
A1 - Rationale
A2 - System Of Interest (SOI) Primary Verification Method

A3 - SOI Verification Approach
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2.4 C4 - COMPLETE

Definition:
The requirement sufficiently describes the necessary capability, characteristic, constraint, or quality factor to 
meet the entity need without needing other information to understand the requirement.

Rationale:
An agreement is not useful unless the obligation is complete and does not need further explanation.  A 
well-formed requirement needs no further amplification to implement its intent.  As an example, interface 
requirements should include a reference to the location of the agreement that defines how the entity needs 
to interact with the entity to which it interfaces. Additionally, requirements based on a standard or regulation 
need to include a reference to the applicable standard or regulation.  

Each requirement should be understood in its own right without the overhead of having to understand a 
number of others.

Requirement statements should not contain To Be Defined (TBD), To Be Specified (TBS), or To Be Resolved 
(TBR) clauses. TBx can be used during the analysis process to indicate ongoing work, but should not be 
in the final requirement.  Resolution of the TBx designation may be iterative, in which case there should 
be an acceptable timeframe for the TBx item to be resolved, determined by risks and dependencies.  If the 
baselined set of requirement contains requirements with a TBx item, it must be made clear in supplier or 
vendor agreements who is responsible to resolve these items and when.

Guidance:

While fully appreciating a requirement may require some context, the statement itself should be a complete 
sentence that does not require reference to other statements to be understood in its basic form.  Note, 
however, that a requirement can refer to other documents (e.g., interface definition documents, standards, 
and regulations).  When making these referrals, be specific to the sections of the documents that apply.

Requirements should not refer to one another through use of pronouns.

Finally, by following a specific pattern, requirements tend to be “more complete”, since these patterns provide 
guidance for specific information the requirement statement should include.

Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R6 - /Accuracy/Units
R7 - /Accuracy/AvoidAdverbs

R9 - /Accuracy/NoEscapeClauses

R10 - /Accuracy/NoOpenEnded

R26 - /Completeness/AvoidPronouns

R27 - /Completeness/UseOfHeadings

R29 - /Conditions/Explicit

R35 - /Tolerance/ValueRange
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Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R36 - /Quantification/Measurable

R37 - /Quantification/TemporalIndefinite

Attributes that help establish this characteristic:
A29 - Trace To Interface Definition

2.5 C5 - SINGULAR

Definition:
The requirement should state a single capability, characteristic, constraint, or quality factor.

Rationale:
The formal transformation is a one-to-one or a many-to-one transformation, so the resultant requirement 
statement must represent a single thought, aspect or expectation.  The effectiveness of several processes 
associated with requirements, such as decomposition, derivation, allocation, tracing, and verification, 
depends on being able to identify singular statements.   For instance, the verification information defined for 
a requirement can be far more precise when that requirement addresses a single capability, characteristic, 
constraint, or quality factor.  A requirement with multiple thoughts is difficult to allocate and to trace to a 
parent or source.

Guidance:
Keep the requirement limited to one quality, characteristic, capability, function, or constraint.  Understand how 
the statements fit into the traceability philosophy for the project.  

Use the project standard patterns for writing requirements.

Although a single requirement should consist of a single function, quality or constraint, it may have multiple 
conditions under which the requirement is to be met.

Avoid the use of the word “and” when it ties together multiple thoughts (phrases in the sentence), each of 
which may be allocated and verified differently.  The presence of the conjunction “and” in a requirement 
statement should always prompt the writer to consider whether or not the statement is singular.

Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R10 - /Accuracy/NoOpenEnded
R19 - /Singularity/SingleSentence

R20 - /Singularity/AvoidCombinators

R22 - /Singularity/AvoidPurpose

R23 - /Singularity/AvoidParentheses

R24 - /Singularity/Enumeration
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Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R25 - /Singularity/Context

R41 - /UniformLanguage/StyleGuide

2.6 C6 - FEASIBLE

Definition:
The requirement can be realized within entity constraints (e.g., cost, schedule, technical, legal, ethical, 
regulatory) with acceptable risk.

Rationale:
There is little point in agreeing to an obligation for a requirement that is not feasible.  Agreeing to a 
requirement that cannot be realized with acceptable risk within constraints often results in project cost 
overruns and schedule slips.  Inherently unachievable requirements, such as 100% reliability, are at best a 
waste of time, and at worst lead to needlessly expensive solutions.

Guidance:
The stated requirement should be realizable by at least one design feature (within constraints). 

In general, it is not possible to tell whether an individual statement of requirement is feasible without 
considerable analysis of potential solutions.  However, we can usually recognize and avoid requirements that 
are impossible or unrealistic.

Because determining feasibility is not always completely known, feasibility is often assessed in terms of 
acceptable risk. Before allowing a requirement into your set, an assessment of feasibility needs to be 
made using existing technologies and engineering methods. If not feasible within the stated constraints, 
the requirement should not be included in the set. Doing so can negatively impact cost and schedule and 
can result in a requirement that will not be met and verified. A good tool for assessing risk is the use of 
Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs)— lower TRL represents more risk to the project than a higher TRL. 
Another useful tool is prototyping to evaluate the feasibility of individual requirements and subsets of 
requirements.

Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R28 - /Realism/AvoidAbsolutes
R35 - /Tolerance/ValueRange

Attributes that help establish this characteristic:
A2 - System of Interest (SOI) Primary Verification Method 
A3 - SOI Verification Approach
A5 - Trace to Source
A33 - Risk
A34 - Key Driving Requirement (KDR)
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2.7 C7 - VERIFIABLE

Definition:
The requirement is structured and worded such that its realization can be proven (verified) to the customer’s 
satisfaction at the level the requirement exists.

Rationale:
Unless a requirement is written in a way that allows design or system verification, there is no way to tell if it 
has been satisfied and that the obligation has been met. 

Guidance:
Write each requirement in a way that allows the design or system to be verified that the requirement has 
been met at the appropriate level by one of the four standard verification methods (inspection, analysis, 
demonstration, or test).  Different kinds of requirements are verifiable in different ways, and this will influence 
the way the requirement is written. In general, to be verifiable, a requirement should be measurable.

A customer may specify, “The range shall be as long as possible.” This statement is ambiguous and 
unverifiable.  This type of requirement is a signal that a trade study is needed to establish a verifiable 
maximum range requirement.  

Each requirement should be verifiable by a single method at that level.  If more than one verification method 
is required, it may indicate that the requirement should be broken into multiple requirements.  It is possible 
to use one method to verify multiple requirements; however, such a possibility indicates a potential for 
consolidating requirements.  Requirements need to be documented at the level at which they will be verified.

The most usual causes for a requirement not to be verifiable are:

• no clear specification of the correct functional behavior, conditions, and states.

• lack of accuracy in the ranges of acceptable performance.

• use of ambiguous terms.

• the requirement is not feasible.

When writing requirements, use a verification point-of-view to imagine yourself performing the verification 
event (analysis, inspection, demonstration, or test) and define what proof will result in the requirement’s 
intent being achieved as a result of the verification event.

Useful questions to ask of a requirement are:

• How will I know if the requirement has been met? If the requirement has been properly quantified, it will 
provide a precise answer to this question.

• What are the mandatory and desirable levels of performance required?  The result of this may be that 
several values are provided describing the tolerance and trade-space allowed for this requirement.

• Is what the requirement states what I want to verify? If not, then rewrite the requirement to state what is 
intended.
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Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R1 - /Accuracy/UseDefiniteArticles
R2 - /Accuracy/UseActiveVoice
R3 - /Accuracy/Subject/Verb
R4 - /Accuracy/UseDefinedTerms
R6 - /Accuracy/Units
R7 - /Accuracy/AvoidAdverbs
R9 - /Accuracy/NoEscapeClauses
R10 - /Accuracy/NoOpenEnded
R11 - /Concision/NoInfinitives
R17 - /NonAmbiguity/AvoidNot 38
R18 -  /NonAmbiguity/Oblique
R26 - /Completeness/AvoidPronouns
R28 - /Realism/AvoidAbsolutes
R29 - /Conditions/Explicit
R30 - /Conditions/ExplicitLists
R34 - /Quantifiers/Universals
R35 - /Tolerance/ValueRange
R36 - /Quantification/Measurable
R37 - /Quantification/TemporalIndefinite

Attributes that help establish this characteristic:
A2 - System of Interest (SOI) Primary Verification Method
A3 - SOI Verification Approach
A29 - Trace to Interface Definition

2.8 C8 - CORRECT

Definition:
The requirement must be an accurate representation of the entity need from which it was transformed.

Rationale:
The transformation must result in a formal requirement that must be able to be validated that the requirement 
communicates the right thing (e.g., value, tolerance, and units) such that the entity need(s) will be met.  It 
must be able to be shown that achievement of the requirement, as written, will result in meeting the need(s) 
from which it was transformed.
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Guidance:
Ensure the requirement statement reflects:

• decomposition or derivation that is based on a correct interpretation of the higher-level    requirement or 
need;

• a correct understanding of the underlying goals and objectives;

• the model or diagram where the requirement was extracted so the requirement traces to the model; and

• the correct underlying analysis and assumptions that were part of the transformation.

Use a defined requirement validation process to ensure correctness of the transformation in the context of 
the individual requirement as well as the complete set of requirements.

Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R6 - /Accuracy/Units
R34 - /Quantifiers/Universals
R35 - /Tolerance/ValueRange
R38 - /UniformLanguage/DefineTerms

Attributes that help establish this characteristic:
A2 - System of Interest (SOI) Primary Verification Method
A3 - SOI Verification Approach
A6 - Condition of Use

2.9 C9 - CONFORMING

Definition:
The individual requirements should conform to an approved standard pattern and style for writing 
requirements.  

Rationale:
When requirements within the same organization have the same look and feel, each requirement is easier to 
write, understand, and review. 

Guidance:

For the transformation to be formal, the structure of the resultant requirement statement must also be formal. 
For example, all requirements may be required to be structured according to a specific pattern defined for the 
type of requirement statement: “When <condition clause>, the <subject clause> shall <action verb clause> 
<object clause>, <optional qualifying clause>.” See Rule 19 for more detail on requirement styles and 
Appendix B for more detailed information on patterns.
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Guidance:
Organizations must have well defined processes for requirement development and management.  These 
processes must include rules for writing well-formed requirements, checklists to assess the quality of the 
requirements, templates for allowable structures for requirement statements (see rules and templates 
for organizing requirement sets tailored to that organization’s culture and domain).  For example, all 
requirements may be required to have the characteristics and be written in accordance with the rules 
contained in this guide.  

In many instances, there are applicable government, industry, and product standards, specifications, and 
interfaces with which compliance is required. When developing requirements for a customer, the customer 
may have their own process, checklists, and patterns.  The requirement writers then may need to conform to 
these processes.

Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R13 - /NonAmbiguity/CorrectGrammar
R19 -  /Singularity/SingleSentence 
R32 - /Uniqueness/ExpressOnce
R38 - /UniformLanguage/DefineTerms
R39 - /UniformLanguage/DefineAcronyms
R40 - /UniformLanguage/AvoidAbbreviations
R41 - /UniformLanguage/StyleGuide
R43 - /Modularity/RelatedRequirements

This section defines the characteristics of sets of requirements, provides rationale for the 
characteristics, and provides guidance for helping understand the characteristics.

In addition to writing individual requirement statements that have the characteristics defined in the 
previous section, the following characteristics of a well-written set of requirements must also be 
considered.

3.1 C10 - COMPLETE

Definition:
The requirement set stands alone such that it sufficiently describes the necessary capabilities, 
characteristics, constraints, interfaces, standards, regulations, and/or quality factors to meet the entity needs 
without needing other information.

3.  CHARACTERISTICS OF SETS OF REQUIREMENTS
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Rationale:
If the formal transformation results in individual requirements that are necessary, the set of requirements 
must be a sufficient representation of the set of needs—that is, all necessary requirements have been 
included to meet the needs, and that all unnecessary requirements have been excluded.

Guidance:
The goal is to communicate clearly the stakeholder needs via the minimum set of requirements that are 
necessary and sufficient and no more.

A set of requirement statements represents a complete definition of the stakeholder expectations, both 
explicitly stated as needs and the implicit expectations not documented.  Addressing implicit needs is a key 
part of defining the requirement set and deriving requirements that result in those needs being met, even if 
not originally stated as needs.  

Stakeholders are a primary source of requirements; leaving out a relevant stakeholder could result in missing 
or incorrect requirements, resulting in expensive and time consuming rework.

In the case of interfaces the requirements need to refer to where the interaction between the SOI and other 
system is defined.  In the case of standards and regulations, reference needs to be made to the specific 
requirements that apply to the SOI, rather than the whole document.

Completeness can be facilitated through the use of standard templates for requirement sets and thorough 
traceability. 

Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R3 - /Accuracy/Subject/Verb
R31 - /Uniqueness/Classify
R44 - /Modularity/Structured

Attributes that help establish this characteristic:
A4 - Trace to Parent Requirements
A7 - States and Modes
A36 - Type/Category

3.2 C11 - CONSISTENT

Definition:
The set of requirements contains individual requirements that are unique, do not conflict with or overlap with 
other requirements in the set, and the units and measurement systems they use are homogeneous. The 
language used within the set of requirements is consistent (i.e., the same word is used throughout the set to 
mean the same thing).
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Rationale:
Conflicting requirements lead to an incomplete solution space, and, if not identified early on in the 
development process, can lead to expensive rework. 

For the transformation to be formal, the resultant set of individual requirements must not conflict and must be 
consistent with each other.

Frequently, customer and other relevant stakeholder needs or design constraints conflict with one another 
and need to be reconciled.  Additionally, even if individual requirements are unambiguous, the inconsistent 
use of terms, abbreviations, units, and measurement systems in different requirements results in ambiguity in 
the requirement set.

Guidance:
It is a challenge spotting conflicts between requirements when the set of requirements is large.  

It is important to identify requirements that have relationships with other requirements, either directly or 
indirectly.  This is especially an issue when one requirement is changed without making a corresponding 
change to the other dependent requirement(s).  A key tool to help prevent this type of inconsistency is to link 
(trace) dependent requirements to each other.

It is also difficult to identify conflicts merely through the language used to express individual requirements, 
but it can be made easier by classifying and grouping requirements.  One strategy is to classify requirements 
by the kinds of aspects they cover (e.g. safety, timeliness, quality, functional area.)  Then use sorting and 
filtering to bring otherwise diverse requirements together and examine them for interactions, trade-offs, 
dependencies, and conflicts.  Another strategy is to have the requirements with a common classification to 
follow the requirements pattern defined for that classification of requirement statement.

Using a software tool, e.g. modeling, to manage dependencies can help in identifying conflicts and manage 
dependencies.

Define an ontology for the project and use a glossary to ensure consistent use of terms and abbreviations 
throughout the requirement set.

Pay special attention to interface requirements to make sure they are consistent with the other systems your 
SOI interacts with.  Ideally, both systems are managed within the same tool allowing interface requirements 
to be linked in applicable pairs, and traced to the document, e.g. Interface Control Document, that defines the 
interaction referenced within the interface requirements.

Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R4 - /Accuracy/UseDefinedTerms
R31 - /Uniqueness/Classify
R44 - /Modularity/Structured
R32 - /Uniqueness/ExpressOnce
R38 - /UniformLanguage/DefineTerms
R39 - /UniformLanguage/DefineAcronyms
R40 - /UniformLanguage/AvoidAbbreviations
R41 - /UniformLanguage/StyleGuide
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Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R43 - /Modularity/RelatedRequirements
R44 - /Modularity/Structured

Attributes that help establish this characteristic:
A29 - Trace to Interface Definition
A30 - Trace to Peer Requirements

3.3 C12 - FEASIBLE

Definition:
The requirement set can be realized within entity constraints (e.g., cost, schedule, technical, legal, ethical, 
regulatory) with acceptable risk.

Rationale:
Just as there is little point in agreeing to an obligation for an individual requirement that is not feasible, the 
set of requirements must be achievable within the appropriate constraints including cost and schedule.  If 
infeasibility is not identified early in the development process, it can lead to wasted effort and cost.

Guidance:
While individual requirement statements may seem feasible, they may not be so when placed in combination 
with others.  That is, the combination of feasible individual requirements does not necessarily sum to a 
feasible set of requirements.  (Like the old saying “The straw that broke the camel’s back.”

For example, the following are feasible, individual requirements for a laptop computer: weighs less than 
1.4 kg, has a storage capacity of 1 TByte, has 4 GByte of RAM, has a wireless network interface, has 
an Ethernet network interface, has a USB interface, has an HDMI interface, can be dropped from 1m 
without damage, can survive in temperatures of ±50°C, and retails for less than $900. While each of those 
requirements seems perfectly feasible, even at first glance to a non-expert, we cannot be so readily sure that 
the set is feasible (that is, all requirements can be met simultaneously). As soon as we go past a couple of 
dimensions, our human intuition quickly deserts us. 

If the related individual requirements are distributed throughout the requirement set, it is even more 
difficult for us to “get our minds around” the feasibility of the set.  As was stated for individual requirement 
statements, determining feasibility of a set of requirements is not always completely known and is often 
assessed in terms of acceptable risk.

In the solution space, there should be at least one and preferably multiple achievable solutions. The 
solution should be technically achievable (such as in terms of technology maturity level and advancement), 
and achievable within the constraints of the project (such as cost, schedule, technical, legal, ethical, and 
regulatory compliance).

Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R28 - /Realism/AvoidAbsolutes
R31 - /Uniqueness/Classify
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Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R32 - /Uniqueness/ExpressOnce
R32 - /Uniqueness/ExpressOnce
R35 - /Tolerance/ValueRange
R36 - /Quantification/Measurable

Attributes that help establish this characteristic:
A23 - Stability
A28 - Status (of implementation)
A33 - Risk
A34 - Key Driving Requirement (KDR)

3.4 C13 - COMPREHENSIBLE

Definition:
The set of requirements must be written such that it is clear as to what is expected by the entity and its 
relation to the system of which it is a part.

Rationale:
An agreement is difficult to enact unless both parties are clear on the exact obligation and the expected 
outcome(s) as a result of the realization of the entity the set of requirements represents. The set must 
therefore be written so that the relevant audience can understand what is being communicated by the 
individual requirements as well as the set of requirements.

Guidance:
Information needed to understand the context of the requirements is included with the set of requirements.  
This includes useful information in the requirement document as well as attributes of the requirement such as 
rationale. 

Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R4 - /Accuracy/UserDefinedTerms
R19 - /Singularity/SingleSentence
R38 -  /UniformLanguage/DefineTerms
R39 -  /UniformLanguage/DefineAcronyms
R40 -  /UniformLanguage/AvoidAbbreviations
R41 -  /UniformLanguage/StyleGuide
R43 - /Modularity/RelatedRequirements
R44 - /Modularity/Structured
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Attributes that help establish this characteristic:
A1 - Rationale

3.5 C14 - ABLE TO BE VALIDATED

Definition:
It must be able to be proven the requirement set will lead to the achievement of the entity needs within the 
constraints (such as cost, schedule, technical, legal and regulatory compliance).

Rationale:
The transformation must be formal and able to be validated, not just for individual requirements, but also for 
the set.  It must be able to be shown at any stage of the system development that achievement of the set 
of requirements will result in meeting the set of needs from which it was transformed. System validation is 
making sure the built and verified system meets its intended purpose in its operational environment. Thus 
system validation goes back to the needs to make sure they have been met—as a set.  See section 1.7 for 
more details on requirements, design, and system validation.

Guidance:
The system life-cycle operational scenarios, concepts, and use cases—from which the needs were 
developed and the requirements were transformed—can be used as test cases to validate the requirement 
set.  In other words, the requirement set can be validated by understanding how it meets the operational 
scenarios resulting in the mission, goals, and objectives being met within the agreed-to drivers and 
constraints. 

Care should be taken to ensure that quality requirements are also validated, which may require review of 
engineering analyses, traceability, and derivation analysis.

Ask the questions: “Will the entity developed by this set of requirements satisfy the entity needs?”  “Did we 
build the right thing?”

Rules that help establish this characteristic:
R3 - /Accuracy/Subject/Verb
R4 - /Accuracy/UseDefinedTerms
R38 - /UniformLanguage/DefineTerms
R39 - /UniformLanguage/DefineAcronyms
R40 - /UniformLanguage/AvoidAbbreviations
R41 - /UniformLanguage/StyleGuide
R44 - /Modularity/Structured
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4. RULES FOR REQUIREMENT STATEMENTS  
AND SETS OF REQUIREMENTS

This section defines the rules for individual requirement statements and sets of requirements that 
help to formulate requirement statements and sets of requirements.  Included with each rule is an 
explanation of the rule, examples of the application of the rule with a trace to the characteristic(s) that 
are supported by the rule, and a trace back to the characteristics the rule helps to achieve.

In addition to the rules in this section, the reader is encouraged to follow the principles of good 
technical writing (as they apply to a requirement statement) such as those outlined in the Simplified 
Technical English (STE) specification (ASD-STE100).

4.1 ACCURACY 
4.1.1 R1 - /ACCURACY/USEDEFINITEARTICLES

Use definite article “the” rather than the indefinite article “a.”

Elaboration:
The definite article is “the”; the indefinite article is “a.” When referring to entities, use of the indefinite article 
can lead to ambiguity.  For example, if the requirement refers to “a user” it is unclear whether it means any 
user or one of the defined users for which the system has been designed.  This causes further confusion in 
verification—for example, babies are arguably users of baby food, but the system would fail if the test agency 
sought to verify that a baby could order, receive, open, and serve (and even independently consume) baby 
food.  On the other hand, if the requirement refers to “the User”, the reference is explicitly to the nature of the 
user defined in the glossary—in the baby food example, the “User” is presumably the adult responsible for 
feeding the baby.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The system shall provide a time display.  {This is unacceptable because it is ambiguous--will 
any time display do?  Is a one-off display of the time satisfactory? The writer’s intention was most likely that 
they wanted the system to display continuously the current time, yet if the developer provided a constant 
display of “10:00 am” (or even a one-off display of any time), they could argue (albeit unreasonably) that they 
have met the requirement; yet they would have clearly failed to meet the customer’s need and intent.}

Acceptable: The system shall display the Current_Time. {Note that “Current_Time” must be defined in the 
glossary since there are a number of possible meanings and formats of the more-general term “current 
time.”}  

Exceptions and relationships:
The purpose of this rule is to avoid the ambiguity that arises because “a” or “an” is tantamount to saying “any 
one of”. In some cases, however, the use of an indefinite article is not misleading. For instance, “… with an 
accuracy of less than 1 second” allows the phrase to read more naturally and there is no ambiguity because 
of the accuracy quoted.
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Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C7 - Verifiable

4.1.2 R2 - /ACCURACY/USEACTIVEVOICE

Use the active voice in the main sentence structure with the responsible entity clearly identified.

Elaboration:
The active voice requires that the entity performing the action is the subject of the sentence, since the onus 
for satisfying the requirement is on the subject, not the object of the sentence.  If the entity responsible for 
the action is not identified explicitly, it is unclear who or what should perform the action making verification of 
that requirement very difficult. Including the entity in the subject also helps ensure the requirement refers to 
the appropriate level consistent with the entity name (see R3  /Accuracy/Subject).

Often when the phrase “shall be” is used, the statement is in the passive voice.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The Identity of the Customer shall be confirmed. {This is unacceptable because it does not 
identify who/what is responsible/accountable for confirming the identity.}

Acceptable: The Accounting_System shall confirm the Customer_Indentity. {Note that” Accounting_System”, 
“confirm”, and “Customer_Indentity” must be defined in the glossary since there are a number of possible 
interpretations of these terms.}

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C2 - Appropriate
C3 - Unambiguous
C7 - Verifiable

4.1.3 R3 - /ACCURACY/SUBJECT_VERB

Ensure the subject and verb of the requirement are appropriate to the level to which the requirement 
refers.

Elaboration:
Subject

The subject of a requirement statement must to be appropriate to the level to which it refers.  Requirements 
referring to the business level therefore have the form “The <business> shall …”; those referring to the 
stakeholder level have the form “The <stakeholder> shall …”; those referring to the system level have 
the form “The <system> shall …”; requirements referring to the subsystem level have the form “The 
<subsystem> shall ...”; and requirements referring to the component level have the form “The <component> 
shall ...”. 
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Elaboration:
As a general rule, requirements stated at a particular level should refer only to that level—that is, the 
business requirements refer to the business level, stakeholder requirements refer to the stakeholder level, 
system requirements refer to the system level, subsystem requirements refer to the subsystem level, and 
component requirements refer to the component level. 

In some cases, however, a higher level may wish to be prescriptive at a lower level. For example, it may 
be important for a business to mandate that the new aircraft under development must utilize a particular 
engine (perhaps for support reasons) in which case they may make a statement at the business level that 
refers to an entity at the subsystem level, Therefore, any level of the organization can state (at that level) 
requirements that refer to two levels: to that level, as well any lower level (should there be a good reason to 
do so).

Consequently, regardless of the level at which the requirement is stated, the subject of a requirement 
statement must be appropriate to the level to which it refers.  To continue our aircraft example above, 
although the majority of requirements at the business level will begin with “ACME Aircraft Company shall …”, 
the business may therefore wish to state at the business level a requirement referring to the subsystem level 
regarding the engine “The Engine shall …”.

Verb

Similarly, the verb of a requirement statement must be appropriate to the subject of the requirement at the 
level it is stated.  Requirements with the verbs “safe”, “support”, “process”, “handle”, “track”, “manage”, “flag”, 
etc. are too vague and thus ambiguous and unverifiable unless these functions are decomposed into specific 
sub-functions that are intended by the writer.  At the business level, for example, the use of a verb such as 
“safe”, may be acceptable as long as it is unambiguous at that level, decomposed at the lower levels, and is 
verifiable at the level stated.

Examples:
Subject examples:

Business requirements have the form “The <business> shall …”—for example, “ACME_Transport shall …”.

Stakeholder requirements have the form: “The <stakeholder> shall …”—for example, “The Production_
Manager shall …”; “The Marketing_Manager shall …”.

System requirements have the form “The <system> shall ...”—for example, “The Aircraft shall …”

Subsystem requirements have the form “The <subsystem> shall ...” –for example, once the subsystems are 
defined: “The Engine shall …”; “The Landing_Gear shall …”.

Verb examples:

“The system shall process data having the characteristics defined in Interface Definition XYZ.

Through analysis, the verb/function “process” could be decomposed into sub functions such as 
“receive”, “store”, “calculate”, “report”, and “display”.  Then a decision needs to be made regarding 
the level at which these sub functions are to be allocated.  If more than one subsystem is involved in 
any one of the sub functions, that requirement should be communicated at the system level and
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Examples:
allocated to the applicable subsystems.  If a sub function will be implemented by a single subsystem, then 
the sub function requirement should be communicated at the subsystem level and traced back to the parent 
requirement from which it was decomposed.

Unacceptable system requirement: “The User shall ……….” {This is unacceptable because the requirement 
should be on the system, not the user or operator of the system.  This wording is often the result of writing 
requirements directly from user stories, without doing the transformation of the user need into a system 
requirement.  Ask, what does the system have to do so that the user need can be achieved?}

Acceptable: “The <system> shall ……..”

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C2 - Appropriate
C3 - Unambiguous
C7 - Verifiable
C10 - Complete
C14 - Able to be Validated

4.1.4 R4 - /ACCURACY/USEDEFINEDTERMS

Define terms.

Elaboration:
Most languages are rich with words having several synonyms, each with a subtly different meaning.  In 
requirements, shades of meaning will most likely lead to ambiguity and to difficulty in verification.  Define the 
term in some form of ontology, including a glossary, data dictionary, or similar artifact that allows the reader 
of a requirement to know exactly what the writer meant when the word was chosen.  The meaning of a term 
should be the same every time the word is used.

A standard should be agreed upon to make the use of glossary terms identifiable in the requirements text; for 
example, glossary items may be capitalized and multiple words in single terms joined by an underscore (e.g. 
“Current_Time”).  This is essential for consistency to avoid using the word with its general meaning.

Definitions need to be agreed to throughout the project.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The system shall display the current time.  {This is unacceptable because it is ambiguous--
what is ‘current’, in which time zone, to what degree of accuracy, in what format?}

Acceptable: The system shall display the Current_Time. {Note that ‘Current_Time’ must then be defined in 
the glossary in terms of accuracy, format, and time zone.}

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C7 - Verifiable
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Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C11 - Consistent
C13 - Comprehensible 
C14 - Able to be Validated

4.1.5 R5 - /NOT USED

4.1.6 R6 - /ACCURACY/UNITS

Use appropriate units when stating quantities.

Elaboration:
All numbers should have units of measure explicitly stated. 

Temperatures must be stated in terms of the measurement system used—Celsius, Fahrenheit, or Kelvin, 
etc.).

Examples:
Unacceptable: The Circuit_Board shall have a storage temperature less than 30 degrees.  {This is 
unacceptable because the units used are incomplete.  What system of measuring temperature?}

Acceptable: The Circuit_Board shall have a storage temperature of less than 30 degrees Celsius.

Unacceptable: The system shall establish connection to at least 4 in less than or equal to 10 seconds. {This 
is unacceptable because the units used are incomplete.  “4” of what?}

Acceptable: The system shall establish connection to greater than 4 satellites in less than or equal to 10 
seconds. {Note that the term “connection” is acceptable at the business level, but would need elaboration at 
lower levels so that the requirement is decomposed and verifiable.}

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C4 - Complete
C7 - Verifiable
C8 - Correct

4.1.7 R7 - /ACCURACY/AVOIDVAGUETERMS

Avoid the use of vague terms.

Elaboration:
Avoid words that provide vague quantification, such as “some”, “any”, “allowable”, “several”, “many”, “a lot 
of”, “a few”, “almost always”,  “very nearly”, “nearly”, “about”, “close to”, “almost”, and “approximate”, .

Avoid vague adjectives such as “ancillary”, “relevant”, “routine”, “common”, “generic”, “significant”, 
“flexible”, “expandable”, “typical”, “sufficient”, “adequate”, “appropriate”, “efficient”, “effective”, 
“proficient”, “reasonable” and “customary.”  Vague adjectives can lead to ambiguous, unverifiable
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Elaboration:
requirements that do not reflect accurately the stakeholder expectations.

Adverbs qualify actions in some way and are particularly troublesome. Avoid vague adverbs, such as 
“usually”, “approximately”, “sufficiently”, and “typically”.  Vague adverbs can lead to ambiguous, unverifiable 
requirements that do not reflect accurately the stakeholder expectations.

As a general rule, words that end in “-ly” often result in ambiguity.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The Flight_Information_System shall usually be on line. {This is unacceptable because 
“usually” is ambiguous - is availability what is meant?}

Acceptable: The Flight_Information_System shall have an Availability of greater than xx% over a period of 
greater than yy hours. {Note that “Availability” must be defined in the glossary since there are a number of 
possible ways of calculating that measure.}

Unacceptable: The Flight_Information_System shall display the Tracking_Information for relevant 
aircraft.  {This is unacceptable because it does not make explicit which aircraft are relevant. Additionally, 
the statement allows the developer to decide what is relevant; such decisions are in the province of the 
customer, who should make the requirement explicit.}

Acceptable: The Flight_Information_System shall display the Tracking_Information of each Aircraft located 
less than or equal to 20 kilometers from the Airfield. {Now it is clear for which aircraft the information needs to 
be displayed.  Note that “Aircraft”, “Tracking_Information”, and “Airfield” must be defined in the glossary.}

Exceptions and relationships:
R3 points out that the use of a verb such as “safe”, may be acceptable at the business level as long as it is 
unambiguous at that level, decomposed at the lower levels, and is verifiable at the level stated. Similarly, 
some vague adjectives may be allowable at the business level, providing they are not ambiguous at that 
level. For example, it may be appropriate for the business to state “The system shall provide a user-friendly 
interface.” Although ‘”user-friendly” will need to be decomposed and verified at lower levels before it is useful, 
it is arguably sufficiently clear at the business level.

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C4 - Complete
C7 - Verifiable

4.1.8 R8 - NOT USED

4.1.9 R9 - /ACCURACY/NOESCAPECLAUSES

Avoid escape clauses.
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Elaboration:
Escape clauses give an excuse to the developer of the system at lower levels to not bother with a 
requirement.  They provide vague conditions or possibilities, using phrases such as “so far as is possible”, 
“as little as possible”, “where possible”, “as much as possible”, “if it should prove necessary”, “if necessary”,  
“to the extent necessary”, “as appropriate”, “as required”,  “to the extent practical”, and “if practicable.”  
Escape clauses can lead to ambiguous, unverifiable requirements that are open to interpretation and that do 
not reflect accurately the stakeholder expectations.  From a contracting standpoint, requirements with these 
phrases could be interpreted as being optional.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The GPS shall, where there is sufficient space, display the User_Location. {This is 
unacceptable because whether there is sufficient space is vague, ambiguous, and unverifiable.  The 
requirement is clearer without the escape clause.} 

Acceptable: The GPS shall display the User_Location.  {Note that ”GPS” and ”User_Location” must be 
defined in the glossary.  Specific performance requirements need to be defined as well such as within what 
time, format, and accuracy.}

Unacceptable: The Television shall, to the extent necessary, conform to the requirements in Section a.1 of 
Standard XYZ. {This is unacceptable because it is unclear who is to determine the meaning of ‘necessary’. 
The requirement is clearer without the escape clause.} 

Acceptable: The Television shall conform to the requirements in Section a.1 of Standard XYZ.  {Note that 
this form of requirement means that each requirement of Standard XYZ is to be met—if only a subset are 
required, that subset must be listed explicitly.}

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C4 - Complete
C7 - Verifiable

4.1.10  R10 - /ACCURACY/NOOPENENDED

Avoid open-ended clauses.

Elaboration:
Open-ended clauses say that there is more required without stating exactly what.  Avoid non-specific phrases 
such as “including but not limited to”, “etc.” and ”and so on.”  

Open-ended clauses can lead to ambiguous, unverifiable requirements that do not reflect accurately the 
writer’s expectations and create ambiguity in the mind of the reader.  Use of open-ended clauses also 
violates the one thought rule and singular characteristic.  If more cases are required, then include additional 
requirements that explicitly state those cases.

Depending on the contract type (fixed price vs level of effort) opened ended requirements can lead to serious 
interpretation problems concerning what is in or out of scope of the contract.
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Examples:
Unacceptable: The ATM shall display the Customer Account_Number, Account_Balance, and so on. {This is 
unacceptable because it contains an opened list of what is to be displayed.}

Acceptable: {Split into as many requirements as necessary to be complete.  Note that the types of customer 
information to be displayed needs to be defined in the glossary.}:

The ATM shall display the Customer Account_Number.

The ATM shall display the Customer Account_Balance.

The ATM shall display the Customer Account_Type.

The ATM shall display the Customer Account_Overdraft_Limit.

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C4 - Complete
C5 - Singular
C7 - Verifiable

4.2 CONCISION

4.2.1 R11 - /CONCISION/SUPERFLOUSINFINITIVES

Avoid superfluous infinitives.

Elaboration:
We sometimes see a requirement that contains more verbs than necessary to describe a basic action, such 
as “The system shall be designed to be able to ...” or “The system shall be designed to be capable of ...” 
rather than simply “The system shall ...”  Think ahead to verification.  If the system is able to, or is capable of, 
doing something one time but fails 99 times, the system has not met the requirement.  

Note that at the enterprise and business levels, requirements for an entity to “provide a capability” are 
acceptable.  Where capability is made up of people, processes, and products; these requirements will 
be decomposed to address the people aspects (skill set, training, roles, etc.), processes (procedures, 
work instructions, etc.); and products (hardware and software systems).  The parent requirement will be 
allocated to the people, processes, and products, as appropriate.  When the resulting requirement sets are 
implemented for all three areas, the capability will exist to meet the entity needs.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The Weapon_Subsystem shall be able to store the location of each Ordnance. {This is 
unacceptable because it contains the superfluous infinitive “be able to”.}

Acceptable: The Weapon_Subsystem shall store the location of each Ordnance. {Note that the terms 
“Weapon_Subsystem” and “Ordnance” must be defined in the glossary.}
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Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C7 - Verifiable

4.2.2 R12 - /CONCISION/SEPARATECLAUSES

Use a separate clause for each condition or qualification.

Elaboration:
Each requirement should have a main verb describing a basic function or need.  The main sentence 
may then be supplemented by clauses that provide conditions or qualifications (performance values or 
constraints).  A single, clearly identifiable clause should be used for each condition or qualification expressed.  
When using clauses, make sure the clause does not separate the object of the sentence from the verb.  See 
also Appendix B, Patterns.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The Navigation_Beacon shall provide Augmentation_Data at an accuracy of less than or 
equal to 20 meters to each Maritime_User during Harbor_Harbor_Approach_Maneuvering (HHAM). {This is 
unacceptable because it inserts a phrase in such a way that the object of the sentence is separated from the 
verb.}

Acceptable: The Navigation_Beacon shall provide Augmentation_Data to each Maritime_User engaged 
in Harbor_Harbor_Approach_Maneuvering (HHAM), at an accuracy of less than or equal to 20 meters. 
{This places the basic function together in an unbroken clause followed by the sub-clause describing 
performance.}

{Note that:  ”Navigation_Beacon”, ”Maritime_User”, and ”Harbor_Harbor_Approach_Maneuvering (HHAM)” 
must be defined in the glossary.}

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous

4.3 NON-AMBIGUITY

4.3.1 R13 - /NONAMBIGUITY/CORRECTGRAMMAR

Use correct grammar.

Elaboration:

We interpret language based on the rules of grammar.  Incorrect grammar leads to ambiguity and clouds 
understanding.  This is especially true when the recipient of the requirement learned the language the 
requirement is written in as a second language using specific rules of grammar.  If these rules are not 
followed, that person may misinterpret the meaning of the requirement.
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Elaboration:

Care must be taken when translating requirements from one language to another and when sentence 
structure differs depending on the language in which the original requirement was written. Punctuation 
varies from language to language and even between dialects of a given language.  Be very cautious when 
requirements must be translated.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The Weapon_Subsystem shall storing the location of all ordnance. {This is unacceptable 
because the grammatical error leads to uncertainty about the meaning.}

Acceptable: The Weapon_Subsystem shall store the location of all Ordnance. {Note that ”Ordnance” must be 
defined in the glossary to be explicit about the types of weapons and ammunition.}

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C9 - Conforming

4.3.2 R14 - /NONAMBIGUITY/CORRECTSPELLING

Use correct spelling.

Elaboration:
We interpret language based on the rules of grammar.  Incorrect grammar leads to ambiguity and clouds 
understanding.  This is especially true when the recipient of the requirement learned the language the 
requirement is written in as a second language using specific rules of grammar.  If these rules are not 
Incorrect spelling can lead to ambiguity and confusion. Some words may sound the same but depending on 
the spelling will have entirely different meaning.  For example “red” vs. “read” or “ordinance” vs “ordnance.”  
In these cases, a spell checker will not find the error.

In addition to misspelling, this rule also refers to the proper use of:

• Capital letters in acronyms: avoid “SYRD” and “SyRD” in the same specification.

• Capital letters in other non-acronyms concepts: avoid “Requirements Working Group” and “Requirements 
working group” in the same specification.

• Proper use of hyphenation: avoid “non-functional” and “nonfunctional.”

Examples:
Unacceptable: The Weapon_Subsystem shall store the location of all ordinance. {This is unacceptable 
because the word “ordinance” means regulation or law. It is unlikely that the Weapon_Subsystem is 
interested in the location of ordinance (regulations).  In the context of a weapon system, what the authors 
meant to use is “ordnance” as in weapons and ammunition, not “ordinance”.}
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Examples:
Acceptable: The Weapon_Subsystem shall store the location of all Ordnance. {Note that ”Ordnance” must be 
defined in the glossary to be explicit about the types of weapons and ammunition.}

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous

4.3.3 R15 - /NONAMBIGUITY/CORRECTPUNCTUATION

Use correct punctuation.

Elaboration:
Incorrect punctuation can cause confusion between sub-clauses in a requirement.  Note also that the more 
punctuation in the requirement statement, the greater the opportunity for ambiguity.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The Navigation_Beacon shall provide Augmentation_Data to each Maritime_User, engaged 
in Harbor_Harbor_Approach_maneuvering (HHA) at an accuracy of 20 meters or less at least 99.7% of the 
time. {This is unacceptable because the incorrectly placed comma in this sentence confuses the meaning, 
leading the reader to believe that the accuracy is related to the maneuver rather than to the augmentation 
data.} 

Acceptable: The Navigation_Beacon shall provide Augmentation_Data to each Maritime_User engaged in 
Harbor_Harbor_Approach_maneuvering (HHA), at an accuracy of 20 meters or less greater than 99.7% of 
the time.

{The positioning of the comma now makes it clear that the accuracy and availability relate to the data.} 

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous

4.3.4 R16 - /NONAMBIGUITY/LOGICAL_CONDITION

Use a defined convention to express logical expressions.

Elaboration:
Define a convention for logical expressions such as “[X AND Y]”, “[X OR Y]”, [X XOR Y]”, 

“NOT[X OR Y]”.

As with the other rules and characteristics, we want to keep requirement statements as one thought with 
singular statements.  Thus, we avoid using “and” when it involves tying two thoughts together.  However, it is 
acceptable to use “AND”, “OR”, and “NOT” in a logical sense when talking about conditions to which the verb 
applies.  
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Elaboration:
Examples of conventions:

1. Place conjunctions in italics or in all capitals (AND, OR, NOT) to indicate that the author intends the 
conjunction to play a role in a condition.

2. Place conditions within square brackets, also using the brackets to control their scope.

For example “[X AND Y].”

Further, use of “and/or” is non-specific and therefore ambiguous.  The most common interpretation of the 
expression “and/or” is as an inclusive or: either X or Y or both.  If that is the intention, it should be written as 
two requirements, each of which can be verified separately.

Also see Rule 20 and Rule 21.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The Engine_Management_System shall disengage the Speed_Control_Subsystem when 
the Cruise_Control is engaged and the Driver applies the Accelerator.  {This is unacceptable because of 
the ambiguity of “and” could be confused with combining two separate thoughts.  Instead use the form of a 
logical expression [X AND Y].}

Acceptable: The Engine_Management_System shall disengage the Speed_Control_Subsystem, when [the 
Cruise_Control is engaged AND the Driver applies the Accelerator].

Exceptions and relationships:
While Rule 23: /Singularity/AvoidParentheses states that parentheses or brackets are to be avoided, this rule 
suggests that brackets may be used as part of a convention for avoiding ambiguity in logical conditions.

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous

4.3.5 R17 - /NONAMBIGUITY/AVOIDNOT

Avoid the use of “not.”

Elaboration:
The presence of “not” in a requirement implies “not ever”, which is impossible to verify in a finite time.

Rewriting the requirement to avoid the use of “not” results in a requirement that is clearer and is verifiable.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The <system> shall not fail. {This is unacceptable because verification of the requirement 
would require infinite time.}

Acceptable: The <system> shall have an Availability of greater than or equal to 95%.
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Examples:
Unacceptable: The <system> shall not contain mercury. {This is unacceptable because verification of the 
requirement would require infinite precision. In addition, the real requirement may not be stated, e.g., the real 
concern may be the use of toxic materials, not just mercury.  If that is the case, it may be best to reference a 
standard from a governmental agency concerning allowable exposures to a list of common toxic materials.}

Acceptable: The <system> shall limit metallic mercury exposures to less than or equal 0.025 mg/m3 over an 
8-hour workday.

Exceptions and relationships:
It may be reasonable to include “not” in a requirement when the logical “NOT” is implied—for example 
when using not [X or Y].   In that case, however, in accordance with Rule 16, it may be better to capitalize 
the “NOT” to make the logical condition explicit: NOT [X or Y].  There may be other cases such as “The 
<system> shall not be red in color.” Which is stating a constraint and is verifiable, as long as the range of 
shades of red is stated (RBG rr,bb,gg range or a “name” of red in some standard).  

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C7 - Verifiable

4.3.6 R18 - /NONAMBIGUITY/OBLIQUE

Avoid the use of the oblique (“/”) symbol.

Elaboration:
The oblique symbol (or ”slash”) has so many possible meanings that it should be avoided.  The slash 
symbol (like the construct ”and/or” discussed in R17) can lead to ambiguous requirements that do not reflect 
accurately the true customer needs. 

An exception to this rule is where the oblique symbol is used in SI units (for example “km/h”).

Also see R20

Examples:
Unacceptable: The User_Management_System shall Open/Close the User_Account in less than 1 second.  
{This is unacceptable because it is unclear as to what is meant: open, close, or both?}

Acceptable (Split into two requirements): 

The User_Management_System shall Open the User_Account in less than 1 second.

The User_Management_System shall Close the User_Account in less than 1 second. 

Unacceptable: The Engine_Management_System shall disengage the Speed_Control_Subsystem when 
the Clutch is disengaged and/or the Driver applies the Brake. {This is unacceptable because of the use 
of “and/or.”  If “and” is meant, split the two thoughts into separate requirements.  If “or” is meant, write the 
requirement as an exclusive “or.”}
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Examples:
Acceptable as two requirements: 

• The Engine_Management_System shall disengage the Speed_Control_Subsystem when the Clutch is 
disengaged.

• The Engine_Management_System shall disengage the Speed_Control_Subsystem when the Driver is 
applying the Brake.

Acceptable as one requirement if exclusive or is meant: 

• The Engine_Management_System shall disengage the Speed_Control_Subsystem when [the Clutch is 
disengaged OR the Driver is applying the Brake].

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C7 - Verifiable

4.4 SINGULARITY

4.4.1 R19 - /SINGULARITY/SINGLESENTENCE

Write a single sentence that contains a single thought conditioned and qualified by relevant sub-
clauses.

Elaboration:
Write a simple affirmative declarative sentence with a single subject, a single main action verb and a single 
object, framed and qualified by one or more sub-clauses. Compound sentences are to be avoided.

ISO/IEC 29148 states that a typical sentence form for a functional requirement is:

When <condition clause>, the <subject clause> shall <action verb clause> <object clause> <optional 
qualifying clause>

See Appendix B, Patterns, for example patterns using clauses.

Often when there are multiple sentences for one requirement, the writer is using the second sentence to 
communicate the rationale for the requirement for the first sentence.  This practice is not acceptable – rather 
include this information in the attribute “Rationale” as part of the requirement expression as discussed in 
Section 5.1.1.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The Control_Subsystem will close the Inlet_Valve until the temperature has reduced to 85 °C, 
when it will reopen it. {This is unacceptable because the sentence contains two requirements. Additionally, 
the sentence contains two occurrences of the pronoun “it” ambiguously referring to different things (see Rule 
26), the term ‘has reduced’ is ambiguous, and the action verb must be ‘shall’, not  ‘will’.}
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Examples:
Acceptable (Split into two requirements and quantify performance): The Control_Subsystem shall close the 
Inlet_Valve in less than 3 seconds when the temperature of water in the Boiler is greater than 85 °C.

The Control_Subsystem shall open the Inlet_Valve in less than 3 seconds when the temperature of water in 
the Boiler is less than or equal to 85 °C.

{Note use of the glossary to define terms.}

Other acceptable forms:

When the temperature of water in the Boiler is less than or equal to 85 °C, the Control_Subsystem shall open 
the Inlet_Valve, in less than 3 seconds.

The Control_Subsystem shall, when the temperature of water in the Boiler is less than or equal to 85 °C, 
open the Inlet_Valve in less than 3 seconds.

The Control_Subsystem shall open the Inlet_Valve in less than 3 seconds when the temperature of water in 
the Boiler is less than or equal to 85 °C.

Exceptions and relationships:
Every requirement should have a main clause with a main verb.  However, additional sub-clauses with 
auxiliary verbs may be used to qualify the requirement with performance attributes.

Such sub-clauses cannot be verified in isolation, since they are incomprehensible without the main clause.  
Sub-clauses that need to be verified separately from others should be expressed as separate requirements.

For example, “The Ambulance_Control_System shall communicate Incident_Details to the Driver” is a 
complete, comprehensible statement with a single main verb.  An auxiliary clause may be added to provide 
a constraint “The Ambulance_Control_System shall communicate Incident_Details to the Driver while 
simultaneously maintaining communication with the Caller.” 

Similarly, if the requirement is to extinguish and dispose of a match as a single combined action, the 
requirements must ensure that both are verified the same time, and allocated the same.

Note that, if performance attributes need to be verified separately, they should be expressed as sub-clauses 
in separate requirements.  

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C5 - Singular
C9 - Conforming
C13 - Comprehensible
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4.4.2 R20 - /SINGULARITY/AVOIDCOMBINATORS

Avoid combinators.

Elaboration:
Combinators are words that join clauses, such as “and”, ”or”, ”then”, ”unless”, ”but”, ”as well as”, ”but also”, 
”however”, ”whether”, ”meanwhile”, ”whereas”, ”on the other hand”, and ”otherwise.”  Their presence in a 
requirement usually indicates that multiple requirements should be written.

Exception:  AND, OR, NOT can be used in requirements as logical conditions and qualifiers.

See also Rule 16, Rule 17, Rule 18.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The user shall either be trusted or not trusted. {This is unacceptable for a number of reasons. 
The intention is that a user should be classified in one of two ways but it is also a passive requirement 
(Rule2) and it is ambiguous: the requirement would still be met if the system took the option of treating all 
users as trusted.}

Acceptable: The Security_System shall categorize each User as [EITHER Trusted OR Not_Trusted).

Acceptable: The Security_System shall categorize each User as one of the following: Trusted, Not_Trusted.

(At the subsystem or component specification level)

Unacceptable: The function ”command the sidelights” knows the demands of the lights, front and back fog 
lights, to ensure the regulatory consistency of lights ignition: the ignition of sidelights is maintained during 
the ignition of the side lamps, or the lights, or the fog lights or the back fog lights or a combination of these 
lights. {Again, this is unacceptable because it is non-singular, uses dubious grammar, contains elements of 
purpose, and is generally confusing.} 

Acceptable: The Control_Sidelights function shall illuminate the Sidelights while any combination of the 
following conditions holds true: the Side_Lamps are illuminated, the Head_Lamps are illuminated, the Front_
Fog_Lamps are illuminated, the Rear_Fog_Lamps are illuminated. {Rules 16 and 17 have also been applied 
to remove combinators and clarify the exact conditions.}

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C5 - Singular

4.4.3 R21 - NOT USED

4.4.4 R22 - /SINGULARITY/AVOIDPURPOSE

Avoid phrases that indicate the purpose of the requirement.
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Elaboration:
The text of a requirement does not have to carry around extra baggage such as the purpose for its existence.  
Expressions of purpose are often indicated by the presence of phrases such as “in order to”, “so that”, and 
“thus allowing.”

This extra information should be included in the requirement attribute A1- Rationale as discussed in section 
5.1.1.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The Database shall store Account_Balance information until it is at least 10 years old in 
order to satisfy the demands of the auditors. {This is unacceptable because the text following “in order to” is 
rationale.}

Acceptable: The Audit_System shall store Account_Balance information relating to greater than the last 10 
years.  [“In order to …” should be included in the rationale attribute.]

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C5 - Singular

4.4.5 R23 - /SINGULARITY/AVOIDPARENTHESES

Avoid parentheses and brackets containing subordinate text.

Elaboration:
If the text of a requirement contains parentheses or brackets, it usually indicates the presence of superfluous 
information that can simply be removed or communicated in the rationale.  Other times, brackets introduce 
ambiguity.

If the information in the parentheses or brackets aids in the understanding of the intent of the requirement, 
then that information should be included in the requirement attribute A1 - rationale.

Conventions for the use of parentheses or brackets may be agreed upon for specific purposes, but such 
conventions should be documented at the start of the requirements document.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The Control_Unit shall disconnect power from the Boiler when the water temperature exceeds 
85 °C (usually towards the end of the boiling cycle.) {This is unacceptable because of the parenthetical 
phrase as well as the ambiguous word “usually”.}

Acceptable: The Control_Unit shall disconnect power from the Boiler when the water temperature is greater 
than 85 °C.

Acceptable: (if agreed for specific purposes) The Control_Unit shall disconnect power from the Boiler when 
the water temperature is greater than 85 °C (185 °F).
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Exceptions and relationships:
While this rule states brackets are to be avoided, R16 - /NonAmbiguit/Logical_Condition indicates that 
brackets may be used as part of a convention for eliminating ambiguous conditions such as logical 
expressions.

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C5 - Singular

4.4.6 R24 - /SINGULARITY/ENUMERATION

Enumerate sets explicitly instead of using a group noun to name the set.

Elaboration:

If a number of functions are implied, a requirement should be written for each. The use of a group noun to 
combine functions or entities is often ambiguous because it leaves membership of that group in doubt. It is 
almost always best to list all the members of the set as separate requirements.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The thermal control system shall manage temperature-related functions. {This is unacceptable 
because there is ambiguity regarding which functions are to be managed. The specific functions should be 
enumerated explicitly in separate requirement statements.}

Acceptable (3 requirements): 

The Thermal_Control_System shall update the display of Current_System_Temperature every 10 +/- 1 
seconds.

The Thermal_Control_System shall maintain the Current_System_Temperature between 95°C and 98°C.  

The Thermal_Control_System shall store the history of Current_System_Temperature.  

{Note use of the glossary to define terms.}

Exceptions and relationships:
It is almost always better to enumerate sets but the rule may be softened at the higher levels if the resulting 
requirement is sufficiently unambiguous. For example, the business may state “ACME Consulting shall 
manage HR functions centrally”. Although this raises the question of which HR functions are being referred 
to, it is not useful to include a very long list at this level and it is often not necessary since the statement is 
sufficiently clear at the level at which it is stated. The detailed enumeration of functions will be undertaken at 
a lower level and the business should be comfortable that no function will be omitted as a result of not listing 
it at this level.

By way of a further example, it may be suitable for the business to state a requirement that “The 
Weapon_System shall store the location of Ordnance.”, because it is sufficiently clear at the
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Exceptions and relationships:
system level and “Ordnance” is described in the glossary as that which is associated with the 
Weapon_System. However, the statement “The Magazine_Subsystem shall store the location of 
Ordnance.” requires enumeration at the subsystem level to be explicit about the types of weapons 
and ammunition being stored.

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C5 – Singular
C2 – Appropriate to Level

4.4.7 R25 - /SINGULARITY/CONTEXT

When a requirement is related to complex behavior, refer to the supporting diagram or model.

Elaboration:
Sometimes it can be very difficult to express a complicated requirement in words, and it is better simply to 
refer to a diagram or model.

Another common example is a requirement on voltage on turn on which involves a magnitude, rise time, over 
shoot, and dampening time along with tolerances.  Stating all these values in the same requirement could be 
seen to violate our combiner and multiple thought rules.  Having a requirement that states: “Upon turn on, the 
system shall supply the initial voltage as shown in drawing xxxxx.”  It is much simpler for the drawing to show 
the magnitude, rise time, allowable overshoot, and dampening time.  Stating each as a separate requirement 
isn’t applicable because all four conditions are part of the one action.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The control system shall close Valves A and B within 5 seconds of the temperature exceeding 
95 °C and within 2 seconds of each other. {This is unacceptable because of the confusing set of conditions.  
In this case what is meant will be clear if expressed in the form of a diagram.}

Acceptable: When the Product temperature exceeds 95 °C, the Control_System shall close Input_Valves 
as specified in timing diagram 6. {Note that this assumes, of course, that the timing diagram itself is not 
ambiguous. If it is not possible to remove the ambiguity through the use of a diagram, it may be better to split 
the requirement into two.}

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C5 – Singular
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4.5 COMPLETENESS

4.5.1 R26 - /COMPLETENESS/AVOIDPRONOUNS

Avoid the use of pronouns and indefinite pronouns. 

Elaboration:
Repeat nouns in full instead of using pronouns to refer to nouns in other requirement statements.

Pronouns are words such as “it”, “this”, “that”, “he”, “she”, “they”, and “them.”  

When writing stories, pronouns are a useful device for avoiding the repetition of words; but when writing 
requirements, pronouns are effectively cross-references to nouns in other requirements and, as such, are 
ambiguous and should be avoided.  When originally written the noun that defines the pronoun may have 
proceeded the pronoun in the previous requirement, however, as the set of requirements mature, individual 
requirements may be deleted, reordered, or regrouped, and the defining requirement is no longer nearby.  
This is especially true when requirements are stored in a requirement management tool where they exist as 
single statements that may not be in order.  To avoid these problems, repeat the proper nouns rather than 
using a pronoun.

Indefinite pronouns are words such as “all”, “another”, “any”, “anybody”, “anything”, “both”, “each”, “either”, 
“every”, “everybody”, “everyone”, “everything”, “few”, “many”, “most”, “much”, “neither”, “no one”, “nobody”, 
“none”, “one”, “several”, “some”, “somebody”, “someone”, “something”, and “such.” Indefinite pronouns 
stand in for unnamed people or things, which makes their meaning subject to interpretation, ambiguous, and 
unverifiable.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The controller shall send the driver his itinerary for the day.  It shall be delivered at least 8 
hours prior to his Shift.  {This is unacceptable because the requirement is expressed as two sentences (R19), 
and the second sentence uses the pronouns “it” and “his.”}

Acceptable: The Controller shall send the Driver_Itinerary for the day to the Driver at least 8 hours prior to 
the Driver_Shift. {Note use of the glossary to define terms and to be explicit about the relationship between 
the driver, shift, and the itinerary for that particular driver.}

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C4 - Complete
C7 - Verifiable

4.5.2 R27 - /COMPLETENESS/USEOFHEADINGS

Avoid relying on headings to support explanation or understanding of the requirement.
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Elaboration:
It is a common mistake in document-centric requirements processes to use the heading under which the 
requirement falls to contribute to the explanation of the requirement. The requirement should be complete in 
and of itself and not require the heading for the intent of the requirement to be clearly understood.

This issue occurs less frequently when using a requirements management tool (RMT).

Examples:
Example heading: Alert Buzzer Requirements 

Unacceptable: The system shall sound it for no longer than 20 minutes. {This is unacceptable because the 
requirement uses the pronoun “it” (Rule 26), which requires the heading to understand what “it” means.}

Acceptable: The system shall sound the Alert Buzzer for no longer than 20 minutes.

Exceptions and relationships:
The use of headings is acceptable when using the headings to indicate groupings of related requirements or 
types of requirements.  See R43 - /Modularity/RelatedRequirements and R44 - /Modularity/Structured.

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C4 - Complete

4.6 REALISM

4.6.1 R28 - /REALISM/AVOIDABSOLUTES

Avoid using unachievable absolutes.

Elaboration:
An absolute, such as ‘100% availability’, is not achievable.  Think ahead to verification: how would you prove 
100% availability?  Even if you could build such a system, could you afford to do so?  

Other examples to avoid are “all”, “always”, and “never” since such absolutes are impossible to verify without 
an infinite number of verification activities.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The system shall have 100% availability. {This is unacceptable because 100% is an absolute 
that is impossible to achieve and verify.}

Acceptable: The system shall have an Availability of greater than or equal to 98%.

{Note use of the glossary to define terms.}
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Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C6 – Feasible (Individual requirement)
C7 - Verifiable
C12 – Feasible (Set of requirements)

4.7 CONDITIONS

4.7.1 R29 - /CONDITIONS/EXPLICIT

State applicability conditions explicitly.

Elaboration:
State applicability conditions explicitly instead of leaving applicability to be inferred from the context.

Sometimes requirements are only applicable under certain conditions.  If so, the condition should be 
repeated in the text of each requirement, rather than stating the condition and then listing the actions to be 
taken.

Examples:
Unacceptable: In the event of a fire:

• Power to electromagnetic magnetic fire door catches shall be turned off.

• Security entrances shall be set to Free_Access_Mode.

• Fire escape doors shall be unlocked.

{This is unacceptable because the condition “in the event of a fire” is stated following a list of actions to be 
taken.  Also, note the actions are written in passive voice which violates R2.}

Acceptable: 

• In the event of a fire, the Security_System shall turn off power to electromagnetic magnetic fire door 
catches.

• In the event of a fire, the Security_System shall set security entrances to the Free_Access_Mode.

• In the event of a fire, the Security_System shall unlock fire escape doors.

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C4 - Complete
C7 - Verifiable
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4.7.2 R30 - /CONDITIONS/EXPLICITLISTS

Express the propositional nature of a condition explicitly instead of giving lists of conditions.

Elaboration:
When a list of conditions is given in a requirement, it may not be clear whether all the conditions must hold 
(a conjunction) or any one of them (a disjunction).  The wording of the requirement should make this clear. 
When the combination of conditions and actions is complex, consideration should be given to the use of a 
diagram or table (see R25).

Examples:
Unacceptable: The Audit _Clerk shall be able to change the status of the action item when:

• the Audit _Clerk originated the item;

• the Audit _Clerk is the actionee; and

• the Audit _Clerk is the reviewer.

{This is unacceptable because it is not clear whether all the conditions must hold (a conjunction) or any one 
of them (a disjunction).  Also the requirement contains the phrase “be able to” which violates R11.}

Acceptable if interpreted as a disjunction: The Audit_System shall allow the Audit_Clerk to change the status 
of the action item when one or more of the following conditions hold:

• the Audit_Clerk originated the item;

• the Audit_Clerk is the actionee; and

• the Audit_Clerk is the reviewer.

Acceptable if interpreted as a conjunction: The Audit_System shall allow the Audit_Clerk to change the status 
of the action item when the following conditions are simultaneously true:

• the Audit_Clerk originated the item;

• the Audit_Clerk is the actionee; and

• the Audit_Clerk is the reviewer.

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C7 - Verifiable

4.8 UNIQUENESS

4.8.1 R31 - /UNIQUENESS/CLASSIFY

Classify the requirement according to the aspects of the problem or system it addresses.
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Elaboration:
By classifying requirements by type or category, it is possible to regroup requirements to help identify 
potential duplications and conflicts. The ability to view groups of requirements can also assist in identifying 
what requirements may be missing.

It is very useful to attach to each requirement statement an attribute associated with the type or category 
of requirement. (See Section 5, Attributes). Example are such types or categories as input, output, external 
interfaces, reliability, availability, maintainability, accessibility, environmental conditions, ergonomic, safety, 
security, facility, transportability, training, documentation, testing, quality provision, policy and regulatory, 
compatibility with existing systems, standards and technical policies, conversion, growth capacity, and 
installation. 

The type/category field is most useful because it allows the requirements database to be viewed by a large 
number of designers and stakeholders for a wide range of uses. For example, maintainers could review the 
database by asking to be shown all the maintenance requirements, engineers developing test plans could 
extract all verification requirements, and so on. To that end then, the organization would choose types that 
are useful for the management of the requirement set. Reports can be obtained for all requirements of a 
certain type or category, allowing the identification of duplication, conflict, or absence of requirements.

Examples:
Example classifications: Functional, Performance, Operational, -ilities (reliability, availability, safety, security, 
etc.), Design and Construction Standards, Physical Characteristics.  

See Attribute A36 – Type/Category for more detailed examples.

See Also R43 -  /Modularity/RelatedRequirements

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C10 - Complete
C11 - Consistent
C12 - Feasible

4.8.2 R32 - /UNIQUENESS/EXPRESSONCE

Express each requirement once and only once.

Elaboration:

Avoid including the same requirement more than once, either as a duplicate or in similar form.  Exact 
duplicates are relatively straightforward to identify; finding similar requirements with slightly different wording 
is much more difficult, but is aided by the consistent use of defined terms and by classification.
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Examples:
Exact duplicates can be found by matching of text strings. The main problem is to identify similarities with 
different expressions. For example: “The system shall provide a report of financial transactions containing 
the information defined in <some standard or contract deliverable listing>” and “The system shall provide a 
financial report” are overlapping in that the first is a subset of the second.  

Avoidance of repetition can be assisted by classification so that a subset of requirements can be compared. 

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C1 - Necessary
C9 - Conforming
C11 - Consistent
C12 - Feasible

4.9 ABSTRACTION

4.9.1 R33 - /ABSTRACTION/SOLUTIONFREE

Avoid stating a solution unless there is rationale for constraining the design.

Elaboration:
Focus on the problem “what” rather than the solution “how.” 

Every system endeavor should have a level of requirements that captures the problem to be solved 
without involving solutions.  System requirements should provide a high-level specification of the overall 
solution. The first level of architecture may be laid out, but subsystems are considered as black-boxes to be 
elaborated at the next level down.

When reviewing a requirement that states a solution, again ask yourself “for what purpose?” The answer 
will reveal the real requirement.  (Notice that this question is subtly different from simply asking “Why?”, and 
encourages a teleological rather than causal response.) The answer to this question has the potential to help 
you do three things:

1. Rephrase the requirement in terms of the problem being solved.

2. Determine if the requirement is at the right level.

3. Identify which higher-level requirement(s) or need(s) this one addresses.

Often when rationale is provided with a requirement, for requirements that state a solution, the rationale 
should answer the “for what purpose?” question, and thus the real requirement may be extracted from the 
rationale. 
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Examples:
Unacceptable: Traffic lights shall be used to control traffic at the junction. {This is unacceptable because 
“Traffic lights” are a solution.}

Acceptable (several requirements): 

• The Traffic_Control_System shall signal “Walk” when the Pedestrian is permitted to cross the road at 
the junction. {This is the motivating purpose.}

• The Traffic_Control_System shall limit the Wait_Time of Vehicles traversing the Junction to less than 2 
minutes during normal daytime traffic conditions.

Unacceptable: By pressing a button on the traffic-light pillar, the Pedestrian signals his presence, and the 
light turns red for the traffic to stop. {This is unacceptable because this requirement contains solution-biased 
detail.}

Acceptable: The Traffic_Control_System shall allow the Pedestrian to signal intent to cross the road. {This 
requirement allows freedom in determining the best solution, which may be a means of automatic detection 
rather than button pushing.} 

{Note that glossary definitions should be used for ”Pedestrian”, “Vehicle”, and ”Junction.”}

Exceptions and relationships:
Sometimes solutions have to be described in requirements, even if it is very detailed for a given level, for 
example if the airworthiness authorities require the use of a specific template for a certain report; or if a naval 
customer requires that the new naval vessel be equipped with a specific gun from a specific supplier; or, if all 
vehicles in a fleet are required to use the same fuel. In these cases, it is not a premature solution, but a real 
stakeholder or customer requirement.

However, as a general rule, if something very detailed is expressed at a given level without proper 
justification, it may be a premature solution.

Examples of exceptions include:

1. There is a common known solution and not referring to this solution will require adding many 
requirements to specify it.  This can result in a redundant set of requirements that are not necessary, 
will have to be verified – adding additional cost to the project.

2. The requirements are based on prototyping and an associated trade study that resulted a specific 
solution that meets the needs of the stakeholders.

3. The enterprise has prescribed a solution for a subsystem (for example, a car company may mandate 
that the next model make use of a particular engine).

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C2 - Appropriate
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4.10 QUANTIFIERS

4.10.1   R34 - /QUANTIFIERS/UNIVERSALS

Use “each” instead of “all”, ”any”, or ”both” when universal quantification is intended.

Elaboration:
The use of “all”, “both”, or “any” is confusing because it is hard to distinguish whether the action happens 
to the whole set or to each element of the set. “All” can also be hard to verify unless “all” can be clearly 
defined in a closed set.  In many cases, the word “all” is unnecessary and can be removed, resulting in a less 
ambiguous requirement.

Examples:
Unacceptable:  The Operation_Logger shall record any warning messages produced by the system. {This is 
unacceptable because of the use of the word “any.”}

Acceptable:  The Operation_Logger shall record each Warning_Message produced by the system. {Note that 
Warning_Message must be defined so that it is clear that the system only will record each defined Warning 
Message.}

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C7 - Verifiable
C8 - Correct

4.11 TOLERANCE

4.11.1    R35 - /TOLERANCE/VALUERANGE

Define quantities with a range of values appropriate to the level stated.

Elaboration:
When it comes to defining performance, single-point values are seldom sufficient and are difficult to test.  
Ask yourself the question: “if the performance was a little less (or more) than this, would I still buy it?”  If the 
answer is yes, then change the requirement to reflect this.

It also helps to consider the underlying goal: are you trying to minimize, maximize or optimize something? 
The answer to this question will help determine whether there is an upper bound, lower bound, or both.

State the quantities contained in a requirement with ranges or limits with a degree of accuracy that is 
appropriate to the level at which the requirement is stated.

Care should be taken to avoid unspecified value ranges and ensure the quantities are expressed with 
tolerances or limits. There are two reasons for this:
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Elaboration:
1. Several requirements may have to be traded against each other, and providing tolerances or limits is a 

way of describing the trade-space.  Seldom is a quantity in a requirement absolute.  A range of values 
is usually acceptable, providing different performance levels.

2. Verification against a single absolute value is usually not possible or at best very expensive and time 
consuming, whereas verification against a defined range of values with upper and lower limits makes 
verification more manageable.

Care should also be taken to ensure the tolerances are no tighter than needed. Tighter tolerances can drive 
costs both in system design and manufacturing as well as verifying the system can perform within the tighter 
tolerances.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The Pumping_Station shall maintain the flow of water at 120 liters per second for 30 minutes. 
{This is unacceptable because we don’t know whether a solution that carries more or less than the specified 
quantities is acceptable.}

Acceptable: The Pumping_Station shall maintain a flow of water at 120 ±10 liters per second for greater than 
30 minutes. {Now we know the range of acceptable flow performance, and that the 30 minutes is a minimum 
acceptable performance.}

Unacceptable: The Flight_Information_System shall display the current altitude to approximately 1 meter 
resolution. {This is unacceptable because it is imprecise.  What is “approximately” in the context of a distance 
of 1 meter? Who has the option of deciding what is “approximately”?  How will “approximately” be verified? 
What is the acceptable tolerance? Further, altitude is more commonly described in units of feet, not meters.}

Acceptable: The Flight_Information_System shall display Current_Altitude with an accuracy of ±3 feet.  {Note 
that ”Current_Altitude” must be defined in the glossary since there are a number of possible interpretations of 
the term.}

Unacceptable: The System shall limit arsenic contamination in the drinking water to allowable levels. 
Rationale: Arsenic contamination in drinking water can cause health problems.  {This is unacceptable 
because allowable is ambiguous - allowable by whom? What specific concentration is allowable? In what 
market?}

Unacceptable: The System shall limit arsenic contamination in the drinking water to 1 part per trillion. 
Rationale: Arsenic contamination in drinking water can cause health problems.  {This is unacceptable 
because the EPA contamination limit in drinking water is 10 parts per million.  Requiring a tighter limit may 
be beyond the ability of current technology to measure or if measuring concentrations of 1 part per trillion 
are possible, the cost to do so may be unacceptably high.  Also, no range is specified.  Using less than is 
probably the real intent.}

Acceptable: The System shall limit arsenic contamination in the drinking water to less than10 parts per 
billion. Rationale: EPA set the arsenic standard for drinking water at 10 ppb (or 0.010 parts per million). The 
EPA has determined that concentrations of this level or less will protect consumers from the effects of long-
term, chronic exposure to arsenic.

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C4 - Complete
C6 - Feasible
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Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C7 - Verifiable
C8 - Correct
C12 - Feasible

4.12 QUANTIFICATION

4.12.1   R36 - /QUANTIFICATION/MEASURABLE

Provide specific measurable performance targets appropriate to the level at which the requirement is 
stated.

Elaboration:
Some words signal unmeasured quantification, such as ”prompt”, ”fast”, ”routine”, ”maximum”, ”minimum”, 
”optimum”, ”nominal”, ”easy to use”, ”close quickly”, ”high speed”, ”medium-sized”, ”best practices”, and 
”user-friendly.” These are ambiguous and need to be replaced by specific quantities that can be measured.

Examples:
Unacceptable: The system shall use minimum power. {This is unacceptable because “minimum” is 
ambiguous.}

Acceptable: The system shall draw less than or equal to 50W of main power. {This both takes into account 
the underlying goal - to minimize power consumption - and provides a measurable target. Note that “draw” 
may also be ambiguous at lower levels (How do you measure the system’s ability to “draw”?), it is sufficiently 
unambiguous at the system level.}

Unacceptable: The engine shall achieve an emissions level that is at least 5% less than the competition’s 
emission levels 2 years from now. {This is an actual requirement from marketing to an engineering 
department. The statement sets completely unmeasurable end state.}

Acceptable: The Engine shall achieve an emissions level that is at least xxx. {where xxx represents the 
desired goal}

Exceptions and relationships:
Some quantification such as “minimum”, “maximum”, “optimal” is almost always ambiguous. Other terms 
may be ambiguous at lower levels but sufficient at the higher levels. For example, it may be appropriate that 
the business state that “The Aircraft shall provide class-leading comfort.”—while such a requirement is not 
quantifiable and therefore not measurable, it may be sufficient for the business to communicate its intentions 
to stakeholders who can then turn comfort into such measurable quantities as seat dimensions and leg 
length.

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous 
C4 - Complete
C7 - Verifiable
C12 - Feasible
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4.12.2   R37 - /QUANTIFICATION/TEMPORALINDEFINITE

Define temporal dependencies explicitly instead of using indefinite temporal keywords.

Elaboration:
Some words and phrases signal non-specific timing, such as “eventually”, “until”, “before”, “when”, “after”, 
“as”, “once”, “earliest”, “latest”, “instantaneous”, “simultaneous”, “while”, and ”at last”, are ambiguous and not 
verifiable. Indefinite temporal keywords can cause confusion or unintended meaning. These words should be 
replaced by specific timing constraints.

Examples:
Unacceptable: Continual operation of the pump shall eventually result in the tank being empty. {This is 
unacceptable because “eventually” is ambiguous. Also, this statement is not written in the proper form.  It is 
written on “operation” rather than on a requirement on the pump which violates R3.}

Acceptable: The Pump shall remove greater than 99% of the Fluid from the Tank in less than 3 days of 
continuous operation.

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous 
C4 - Complete
C7 - Verifiable

4.13 UNIFORMITY OF LANGUAGE
4.13.1   R38 - /UNIFORMLANGUAGE/USE CONSISTENTTERMS

Use each term consistently throughout requirement sets.

Elaboration:
R4 requires the definition of terms in each requirement. In addition to that rule, terms must be used 
consistently throughout the requirement set. A common ontology therefore needs to be defined for each 
project.  Use just one defined term per concept in the whole set of requirements.  Synonyms are not 
acceptable.

Examples:
Unacceptable: It would not be acceptable for one requirement to refer to an entity using one term and 
another to refer to the same entity using another term.

For example, in a subsystem specification, the following three requirement statements:

        The radio shall .... 

        The receiver shall ....

        The terminal shall ....
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Examples:
If each term refers to the same subject, the statements need to be modified to use the same word (or, if they 
are meant to be different, the words must be defined to be so).

Acceptable: Settle on only one term, define it in the glossary, and then use it consistently in each 
requirement.

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C8 - Correct
C9 - Conforming
C11 - Consistent
C13 - Comprehensible
C14 - Able to be Validated

4.13.2   R39 - /UNIFORMLANGUAGE/DEFINEACRONYMS

If acronyms are used in requirement statements, use a consistent set of acronyms.

Elaboration:
The same acronym must be used in each requirement; various versions of the acronym are not acceptable.  
The use of different acronyms implies that the two items being referred to are different.  Inconsistency in the 
use of acronyms can lead to ambiguity.  

In paper-based specifications, a common rule is to use the full term and the abbreviation or acronym (in 
brackets) the first time and then use just the abbreviation or acronym from then on.  In requirement sets that 
are generated from databases, there is no guarantee that the set will be extracted in any particular order so 
the old practice is not useful. To address this issue, make sure acronyms are defined in an acronym list or 
glossary.

Acronyms must be written in a consistent way in terms of capitalization and periods. For example, always 
“CMDP” and not “C.M.D.P.” nor “CmdP.”

Examples:
Unacceptable: It would not be acceptable for one requirement to use the acronym ”CP” for command post 
and another acronym “CMDP” to also refer to the ”command post.”  The use of two different acronyms 
implies that the two system elements being referred to are different.

Acceptable: Settle on only one acronym, define it in the list of acronyms, and then use it consistently 
throughout the requirement set.

Unacceptable: It would not be acceptable for one requirement to refer to the ”Global Positioning System” and 
the remaining requirements refer just to ”GPS.”

Acceptable: Use the full term every time or, perhaps more usefully, define the acronym in the acronym list or 
glossary and use it every time.
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Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C3 - Unambiguous
C9 - Conforming
C11 - Consistent
C13 - Comprehensible
C14 - Able to be Validated

4.13.3   R40 - /UNIFORMLANGUAGE/AVOIDABBREVIATIONS

Avoid the use of abbreviations in requirement statements.

Elaboration:
The use of abbreviations adds ambiguity and needs to be avoided. 

Examples:
Unacceptable: It would not be acceptable for one requirement to refer to the abbreviation ”op” meaning 
operation and another to refer to the ”op” meaning the operator.

Acceptable: Avoid the abbreviation and use the full term every time.

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C9 - Conforming
C11 - Consistent
C13 - Comprehensible
C14 - Able to be Validated

4.13.4   R41 - /UNIFORMLANGUAGE/STYLEGUIDE

Use a project-wide style guide for individual requirements and for sets of requirements.

Elaboration:
The style guide provides a template for organizing requirements, defines the attributes that the organization 
chooses to document with each requirement statement, selects the requirement patterns to be used for 
specific types of requirements, and defines what other information needs to be included (such as the 
glossary). The style guide should also list the rules the organization wants to use (based on this guide).  
When managing requirements electronically (vs. in a printed document) within a requirement management 
tool (RMT) or other Systems Engineering tool, this information is the basis of the schema that defines the 
organization of the data in the resulting database.
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Examples:
For example, each organization should have a style guide or schema to address such issues as the selection 
and definition of what requirement patterns should be used for writing requirements of a particular type, the 
selection and use of attributes, standard abbreviations and acronyms, layout and use of figures and tables, 
layout of requirements documents or databases and, requirement numbering.  

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C5 - Singular
C9 - Conforming
C11 - Consistent
C13 - Comprehensible
C14 - Able to be Validated

4.14 MODULARITY
4.14.1   R42 - NOT USED

4.14.2   R43 - /MODULARITY/RELATEDREQUIREMENTS

Group related requirements together.

Elaboration:
Requirements that belong together should be grouped together.  This is a good principle for structuring a 
requirements document.  One approach is to put requirements into groups based on their classification. See 
also R31 /Uniqueness/Classify.

This will often mean that requirements are grouped by feature, bringing a functional requirement together 
with a number of related constraints and performance requirements and verification requirements.

In functional decomposition, functional requirements are grouped by the function that originates them.

Examples:
Requirements may be related by:

• type (e.g., safety requirements);

• scenario (e.g., requirements arising from a single scenario).

Functional requirements could also be grouped with the related performance and verification requirements to 
form a requirements expression.

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C9 - Conforming
C11 - Consistent
C13 - Comprehensible
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4.14.3   R44 - /MODULARITY/STRUCTURED

Conform to a defined structure or template for sets of requirements and patterns for individual 
requirement statements.

Elaboration:
A well-structured set of requirements allows an understanding of the whole set of requirements to be 
assimilated without undue cognitive loading on the reader.

Despite what has been stated about the completeness of individual requirement statements, it is often easier 
to understand a requirement when it is placed in context with other related requirements.

Whether presented in document structure or as the result of database queries, the ability to draw together 
related groups of requirements is a vital tool in identifying repetition and conflict between requirement 
statements.  

Templates for organizing requirements will help ensure consistency and completeness of your requirement 
set.

Patterns for individual requirement statements help ensure consistency and completeness of the requirement 
set.

Examples:
For sets of requirements, an outline can be defined that organizes requirements in categories or types such 
as: functional/performance, operational, quality (-ilities), design and construction standards, and physical 
characteristics. The outlines can come from international standards or an organizational standard tailored to 
the organization’s domain and different types of products within that domain. (The organization for system 
level requirements may be different than the organization of a set of software requirements.)

To ensure requirements are consistently structured, the organization needs to include pre-defined patterns 
in their requirement development and management process.  The patterns can come from an international 
standard or an organizational standard set of patterns for requirements statements based on type of 
requirement.  If using a requirement management tool, a standard schema should be defined as part of your 
requirement development and management process. The patterns need to be tailored to the organization’s 
domain and the different types of products within that domain.

Characteristics that are established by this rule:
C10 - Complete
C11 - Consistent
C13 - Comprehensible
C14 - Able to be Validated
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In this section a list of attributes is provided that can be associated with each requirement statement.  
The requirement statement plus its attributes results in a requirement expression (Wheatcraft, et al, 
2015).  

This list is not exhaustive and is not meant to be prescriptive or proscriptive in any way.  It is not the 
intention that an organization should include all of these attributes when defining requirements.  The 
purpose is to present a set of requirement attributes that have been, and are being used, by various 
organizations.  An organization may select a reduced set of these attributes, or may well have other 
requirement attributes that apply to the organization’s unique domain and product line.  

The important thing is that organizations need to define an attribute scheme for their project.  This 
attribute scheme will be specific to the domain, project, and company.  If using a requirement 
management tool (RMT), the requirement attributes the project chooses need to be implemented in 
the RMT schema at the beginning of the project.  

Although it is unlikely an organization would include all the attributes listed, there is a subset of these 
attributes that is proposed to represent a minimum set of attributes that should be defined for each 
requirement.  This minimum set supports the mandatory characteristics of well-formed requirements, 
and also supports the maintenance of the requirements, especially change management and tracking 
progress of the system design and verification activities.  In the discussion below, the attributes in that 
minimum set are annotated with an asterisk (“*”).  

The listed requirement attributes are organized within the four broad categories:

• Attributes to help define the requirement and its intent. 

• Attributes associated with the system of interest and requirement verification. 

• Attributes to help maintain the requirements. 

• Attributes to show applicability and allow reuse.

Note: In the following definitions, the phrase “System of Interest” (SOI) is used.  The SOI is the entity, 
system, or system element to which the requirement applies.  SOI is closely associated with the 
characteristic of a well-formed requirement –C2- appropriate [to the level].

5.1 ATTRIBUTES TO HELP DEFINE THE REQUIREMENT AND ITS INTENT
This set of attributes is used by both the author of the requirement and anyone that will be reviewing 
the requirement, implementing the requirement, or involved in the various design, verification and 
validation activities throughout the system development life cycle.  These attributes help ensure the 
requirements have the characteristics of well-formed requirements (necessary, singular, conforming, 

5.  ATTRIBUTES OF REQUIREMENTS STATEMENTS
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appropriate, correct, unambiguous, complete, feasible, and verifiable) as well as help understand the 
intent and need for the requirement.

5.1.1 A1 - RATIONALE*

Rationale states the reason for the requirement’s existence.  Rationale defines why the requirement 
is needed and other information relevant to better understand the reason for and intent of the 
requirement.  Rationale can also record any assumptions that were made when writing the 
requirement, what design effort drove the requirement, and the source of any numbers in the 
requirement.  Rationale, along with the attributes of Trace to Parent Requirements and Trace to 
Source, helps to support the claim that the requirement characteristic “C1 - necessary” is true. 

5.1.2 A2 - SYSTEM OF INTEREST (SOI) PRIMARY VERIFICATION METHOD*

The primary verification method (VM) for each requirement states the planned primary method of 
verification (test, demonstration, inspection, analysis) that is being proposed to provide proof the 
designed and built system meets the requirement.  Identifying the SOI primary VM helps ensure the 
requirement characteristics “C3- unambiguous”, ”C7 - verifiable”, and ”C8 - correct” are true.  This 
attribute can be used to build an SOI verification matrix.  This attribute may also be classified under 
attributes associated with verification and system validation defined in section 5.2.

5.1.3 A3 - SOI VERIFICATION APPROACH

Approach or strategy suggested to verify a requirement per the primary verification method. For 
example, for a requirement “The system shall do X.”, the primary VM may be Test. Then the 
verification approach may be “The Test will consist of ….” with a definition of what the test comprises. 
Other information may also be included: “The ability of the system to do X will be proven when 
the Test shows …” or “Verification will be considered successful when the Test shows …” This 
is a definition of the success criteria for verifying the system does meet the system requirement.  
Identifying the SOI verification methods helps to ensure the requirement characteristics “C3 - 
unambiguous”, ”C7 - verifiable”, and ”C8 - correct” are true.  This attribute can be used to build 
an SOI verification matrix.  This attribute may also be classified under attributes associated with 
verification and system validation defined in section 5.2.

5.1.4 A4 - TRACE TO PARENT REQUIREMENTS* 

Parent requirements at one level are implemented at the next level of the system architecture via 
allocation.  A child requirement is one that has been derived or decomposed from the allocated 
parent; the achievement of each of the children requirements will lead to the achievement of 
the parent requirement.  Each of the children requirements must be able to be traced to its 
parent requirement (and then to any antecedent requirement, and ultimately to the system need/
mission). When managing requirements in a requirement management tool (RMT), when a trace 
is established from the child to the parent, a reverse trace is also established between the parent 
and that child requirement.  This is commonly referred to as “bi-directional” traceability.  Having 
this knowledge allows you to make sure that all parents have children, each of the children are 
necessary and sufficient to meet the intent of the parents, all parents have the correct children, all 
children requirements have one parent, and all children requirements have the correct parents.  
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These traces also help to identify internal interface requirements e.g., if two subsystem requirements 
trace to a common functional requirement, there is often an interaction (interface) between the two 
subsystems, each having a unique role in meeting the parent requirement.  In addition, given the right 
side of the engineering “Vee” shown in Figure 4 is a bottom up process, verification that the children 
requirements have been met occurs prior to verification that the parent requirement has been met.  
Successful completion of verification activities showing that the children requirements have been met 
is a prerequisite to verifying the parent has been met.  The attribute Trace to Parent Requirements, 
along with Rationale and Trace to Source, helps to ensure the requirement characteristic of ‘C1 
- necessary’ is met. This attribute may also be classified under attributes used to manage the 
requirement.

5.1.5 A5 - TRACE TO SOURCE*

Each requirement must be able to be traced to its source (such as document, trade study, workshop, 
or interview).  This is different from tracing to a parent requirement because it identifies where the 
requirement came from and/or how it was arrived at (rather which requirement is its parent). The 
source could be a stakeholder need or some form of model. Examples of sources include system 
concepts, user stories, use cases, regulations, standards, derived from a trade study, interviews 
with a stakeholder, minutes of stakeholder workshop, or Engineering Change Proposal (ECP).  
Sources could also be a functional area within an enterprise or business unit (marketing, safety, 
compliance, quality, engineering, manufacturing, etc.). Maintaining this trace is key to being able to 
show compliance to customer requirements, regulations, and standards.  Trace to Source, along with 
Rationale and Trace to Parent Requirements, helps to ensure the requirement characteristic of “C1 - 
necessary” is met.

5.1.6 A6 - CONDITION OF USE

Description of the operational conditions of use expected in which the requirement applies.  Some 
organizations prefer to include the Condition of Use as part of the requirement statement; others 
state the conditions of use as separate requirements to define the operation environment in which the 
system will be used. Understanding the condition of use is key to a proper implementation in design 
as well as system verification and validation activities.  This attribute may also be classified under 
attributes associated with verification and system validation defined in section 5.2. 

5.1.7 A7 - STATES AND MODES

The state or mode of the system to which the requirement applies.  Some systems have various 
states and modes, each having a different set of requirements that apply to the specific state or 
mode.  If the system is structured in this way, this attribute allows requirements to be assigned to the 
applicable states and modes.

5.2 ATTRIBUTES ASSOCIATED WITH THE SOI AND ITS VERIFICATION
This set of attributes, along with SOI Primary Verification Method, SOI Verification Approach, and 
Condition of Use described above, is used to help track and manage the SOI verification activities 
and status to make sure the designed and built SOI meets the requirement.  This set of attributes can 
be used for developing a SOI verification matrix as well as provide metrics management that can be 
used to track the status of the project’s SOI verification activities.
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5.2.1 A8 - SOI VERIFICATION LEVEL

Architecture level at which it will be proven that the SOI meets the requirement. Possible values could 
include: <system>, <subsystem>, <assembly>, <component>, etc. The actual name of the level can 
be organization/domain specific based on the product breakdown structure or architecture description 
document.

5.2.2 A9 - SOI VERIFICATION PHASE

Life-cycle phase in which the SOI will be proven to meet the requirement.  Possible values could 
include:  design, coding/testing, proof testing, qualification, acceptance, etc.  The actual name of the 
phase can be organization/domain specific - software, hardware, hybrid, etc.

5.2.3 A10 - SOI VERIFICATION RESULTS

The results of each SOI verification activity will most often be contained in a separate document or 
electronic record. This attribute traces each requirement to the associated SOI verification results 
document or record. 

5.2.4 A11 - SOI VERIFICATION STATUS

Indicates the status of the SOI verification activities including sign-off/approval of the SOI verification 
stating whether the system has verified that it meets the requirement. Possible values could include 
not started, in work, percent complete, complete, failed, passed, sign-off in work, approved, etc. This 
attribute allows reports to be generated, e.g., percent of requirements whose system verification have 
been successful completed. 

5.3 ATTRIBUTES TO HELP MAINTAIN THE REQUIREMENTS
This set of attributes is used by management to maintain the requirements and the set of 
requirements.  Areas of prime importance to management, in addition to the above attributes dealing 
with SOI verification activities, include managing risk, managing change, ensuring consistency and 
completeness, and having insight into the status of requirement implementation by the design team.  
Managing risk is a key role of management as well as making sure requirements are tracked if they 
are high priority or critical to project success.  Including attributes dealing with these topics allows 
reports to be generated that will help management keep the project on track to success and manage 
changes not only as they relate to individual requirements but also changes to the project such as 
budget cuts and problems resulting in cost overruns and schedule slips.

5.3.1 A12 - UNIQUE IDENTIFIER*

A unique identifier, which can be either a number or mixture of characters and numbers used to refer 
to the specific requirement.  The unique identifier is not a paragraph number.  It can be a separate 
identifier or automatically assigned by whatever RMT the organization is using.  This identifier is used 
once and never reused.  A unique identifier is also used to link requirements in support of the flow 
down of requirements (allocation), traceability, and to establish peer-to-peer relationships.  Some 
organizations include in the unique identifier codes that relate to the SOI or level of architecture 
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to which the requirement applies: e.g. [SOI]1234.  Organizations should never use a document 
paragraph number as a requirement unique identifier.

5.3.2 A13 - UNIQUE NAME

A unique name or title for the requirement that reflects the main thought the requirement is 
addressing.  This was popular when requirements were in printed documents and paragraph numbers 
were used to identify a requirement.  Using this approach, it was common to see a paragraph number 
and a title or unique name of the requirement followed by the actual requirement and associated 
rationale.  The use of a name separate from the requirement is decreasing as more organizations 
manage their requirements in a RMT.  For a similar consequence of using an RMT, see also R27 - 
Avoid using headings to support explanation of subordinate requirements.

5.3.3 A14 - ORIGINATOR/AUTHOR*

The person submitting the requirement and/or the person responsible for entering the requirement 
into the RMT. When entering a requirement into an RMT, the RMT may automatically log the name of 
the person entering the requirement.

5.3.4 A15 - DATE REQUIREMENT ENTERED

The date the requirement was entered into the RMT.  This date may be automatically generated by 
the RMT when the requirement is entered into the RMT.

5.3.5 A16 - OWNER*

The person or element of the organization that maintains the requirement, who has the right to say 
something about this requirement, approves changes to the requirement, and reports the status 
of the requirement. The Owner could be the Source [of the requirement], but they are two different 
attributes. The Owner maintains the attributes Requirement Verification Status, Requirement 
Validation Status, and Status (of requirement) - see below.

5.3.6 A17 - STAKEHOLDERS

List of key stakeholders that have a stake in the implementation of the requirement and who will be 
involved in the review and approval of the requirement as well as any proposed changes.

5.3.7 A18 - CHANGE BOARD

The organizational entity that has configuration management authority over the requirement and has 
the authority to baseline the requirement and approve proposed changes to the requirement and set 
of requirements of which it is a part.

5.3.8 A19 - CHANGE STATUS

An indication of the status of a proposed change to the requirement.  For example: submitted, in 
review, withdrawn, approved, disapproved.
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5.3.9   A20 - VERSION NUMBER

An indication of the version of the requirement.  This is to make sure that the correct version of 
the requirement is being implemented as well as to provide an indication of the volatility of the 
requirement.  A requirement that has a lot of change, could indicate a problem or risk to the project. 
The version number may be automatically assigned by the RMT.

5.3.10   A21 - APPROVAL DATE

Date the current version of the requirement was approved.  This may be automatically assigned by 
the RMT.

5.3.11   A22 - DATE OF LAST CHANGE

Date the requirement was last changed.  This may be automatically assigned by the RMT.

5.3.12  A23 - STABILITY

An indication of the likelihood that the requirement will change.  Some requirements, when first 
proposed, will have numbers that are best guesses at the time, or the actual value is not readily 
available when the requirement has been entered into the RMT.  The number may not be agreed 
to by all stakeholders or there may be an issue on the achievability of the requirement. Some 
requirements will have a to-be-determined (TBD), to-be-computed (TBC), or to-be-resolved (TBR) 
in the requirement text.  Stability is directly related to a high or medium risk requirement (see the 
risk attribute below for more information). Possible values could include: stable, likely to change, 
incomplete, complete.

5.3.13  A24 - RESPONSIBLE PERSON

Person responsible for ensuring that the requirement is satisfied. This is different from requirement 
owner defined previously. The Responsible Person maintains the attribute Status [of implementation] 
- see below.

5.3.14  A25 - REQUIREMENT VERIFICATION STATUS*

An indication that the requirement has been verified. As defined in section 1.7, requirement 
verification is the process of ensuring the requirement meets the rules and characteristics (necessary, 
singular, conforming, appropriate, correct, unambiguous, complete, feasible, and verifiable) for a 
well-formed requirement as defined in this Guide or a comparable guide or checklist developed by the 
organization.  Possible values could include: true/false, yes/no, or not started, in work, complete.

5.3.15  A26 - REQUIREMENT VALIDATION STATUS*

An indication that the requirement has been validated. As defined in section 1.7, requirement 
validation is the confirmation the requirement is an agreed-to transformation that clearly 
communicates the needs of the stakeholder expectations in a language understood by the 
developers. Requirement validation activities need to involve the customers and users of the system 
being developed.  Possible values could include: true/false, yes/no, not started, in work, complete.
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5.3.16  A27 - STATUS (OF REQUIREMENT)

Maturity of the requirement (draft, in development, ready for review, in review, approved). A status of 
”approved” should only be allowed if the above requirement verification and requirement validation 
status are both ‘True”; the requirement expression is stable; and has the organization’s mandatory 
attributes defined.

5.3.17  A28 - STATUS (OF IMPLEMENTATION)

Indicator of the status of the implementation or realization of the requirement in design.  Possible 
values could include: requirement implemented in design; requirement not implemented and no plan 
to do so; requirement not implemented but have plan to do so.  If implemented in design and your SE 
Tool set allows, this attribute could be a trace between the design and the requirement.  If using an 
SE modeling tool, this attribute could indicate the requirement has been implemented in the model or 
in linked to a portion of the model.

5.3.18  A29 - TRACE TO INTERFACE DEFINITION

The interactions between two systems are described in interface definitions, which are often 
contained in a document which has a title such as an Interface Control Document (ICD), an Interface 
Agreement Document (IAD), an Internal Interface Definition Document (IIDD), an Interface Definition 
Document (IDD), or an Interface Requirements Document (IRD). In software, the interface definition 
could be in a data dictionary, an application program interface (API), or software development kit 
(SDK).  The interface requirements contained in each of the interacting systems’ requirement sets 
will include a reference to where the interaction is defined.  This attribute provides a link tracing the 
interface requirements to where the interaction is defined. This facilitates reports out of the RMT so 
that, for any definition, it is obvious which interface requirements invoke that definition. This aids in 
change control. If any interface requirement changes, the definition may need to be changed. If the 
definition changes, interface requirements that point to that definition could need to be changed as 
well (or at least the owners of the interface requirement need to be made aware that the definition 
changed).  This attribute also enables reports to show completeness.  If no requirement points to an 
interface definition or only one requirement points to the definition, there may be a missing interface 
requirement.

5.3.19  A30 - TRACE TO PEER REQUIREMENTS

This attribute links requirements that are related to each other (other than parent-child) at the 
same level.  Peer requirements may be related for a number of reasons, such as: they may be co-
dependent (a change to one could require a change to the other), or bundled (you can only have 
this requirement if you also have the one it is linked to), or a complementary interface requirement 
of another system to which your system has an interface with. This attribute also enables reports 
to show the characteristics of a set of requirements C10 - complete and C11 - consistent.  If there 
is an interface requirement that indicates the SOI is interacting with another SOI, but that SOI does 
not have the complementary interface requirement there is probably a missing requirement.  For 
most RMTs, having a trace from one co-dependent requirement to another results in an automatic 
bi-directional trace such that if there is a proposed change to one, the impact of that change on the 
other can be accessed.
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5.3.20  A31 - PRIORITY*

This is how important the requirement is to the stakeholders. It may not be a critical requirement (that 
is, one the system must possess or it won’t work at all), but simply something that the stakeholder(s) 
hold very dear.  Priority may be characterized in terms of a number (1,2,3) or label (high, medium, 
low). Assuming each child requirement is necessary and sufficient, their priority may be inherited 
from their parent requirement.  High priority requirements must always be met for the project to be 
successful; lower priority requirements may be traded off when conflicts occur or when there are 
budget or schedule issues resulting in a de-scope effort. If there is a need to trade-off (modify or 
delete) a requirement, a change request must be submitted to the organization having configuration 
management authority for the set of requirements.

5.3.21  A32 - CRITICALITY

A critical requirement is one that the system must achieve or the system cannot function at all—
perhaps can be viewed as one of the set of minimum essential requirements or key performance 
requirements.  Criticality may be characterized in terms of a number (1,2,3) or a label (critical, 
major, medium, minor).  Criticality may also be inherited from a parent requirement.  While highly 
critical requirements will also have high priorities, it is possible to have a non-critical yet high priority 
requirement.

5.3.22  A33 - RISK*

A risk value assigned to each requirement based on risk factors.  Requirements that are at risk 
include requirements that fail to have the set of characteristics that well-formed requirements must 
have: necessary, singular, conforming, appropriate, correct, unambiguous, complete, feasible, and 
verifiable. Failing to have these characteristics can result in the requirement not being implemented 
(will fail system verification) and entity needs not being realized (will fail system validation).  Risk 
can also address feasibility/attainability in terms of technology, schedule, cost, politics, etc..  If 
the technology needed to meet the requirement is new with a low maturity (low TRL), the risk is 
higher than if using a mature technology that has been used successfully in other similar projects.  
The requirement can be high risk if the cost and time to develop a technology is outside what has 
been planned for the project.  Risk may also be inherited from a parent requirement.  Risk may be 
characterized in terms of a number (1, 2, 3)   or a label (high, medium, low).  Some organizations 
communicate Risk as a cross product of likelihood and impact (a high likelihood and a high impact 
would be represented in a risk matrix as 1×1, while a low likelihood and high impact would be 
3×1).  Some organizations use a 3x3 risk matrix, others a more granular 5x5 matrix.  An unstable 
requirement is also a risk factor.  (See stability as an attribute for more information.)

5.3.23  A34 - KEY DRIVING REQUIREMENT (KDR)

A KDR is a requirement that, to implement, can have a large impact on cost or schedule.  A KDR 
can be of any priority or criticality; knowing the impact a KDR has on the design allows better 
management of requirements.  If your project is in trouble you may want to consider deleting a low-
priority, high-risk KDR.  If there is a need to delete a KDR requirement, a change request must be 
submitted to the organization having configuration management authority for the set of requirements.
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5.3.24  A35 - ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Generic comment field that can be used to document possible issues with the requirement, any 
conflicts, status of negotiations, actions, design notes, implementation notes, etc.  Further, evaluation 
and prototyping of the implementation may have identified important guidelines for the implementation 
of the requirement. This information may be useful as the requirement is being reviewed and serves 
as a place to document information not addressed by other attributes.

5.3.25  A36 - TYPE/CATEGORY

Each organization will define types or categories to which a requirement fits, based on how they 
may wish to organize their requirements.  The Type/Category field is most useful because it allows 
the requirements database to be viewed by a large number of designers and stakeholders for a 
wide range of uses. For example, maintainers could review the database by asking to be shown all 
the maintenance requirements, engineers developing test plans could extract all corrosion-control 
requirements, and so on.  See also R43 - Group related requirements together, and R44 – Conform 
to a defined structure or template.

Examples of Type/Category of requirements include: 

a. Functional/Performance;

b. Operational: interactions with external systems - input, output, external interfaces,  
 environmental, facility, ergonomic, compatibility with existing systems, logistics, users,  
 training, installation, transportation, storage;

c. -ilities (quality): reliability, availability, maintainability, accessibility, safety, security,  
 transportability, quality provisions, growth capacity;

d. physical characteristics;

e. standards and regulations -  policy and regulatory;

f. constraints - imposed on the project and the project must show compliance;

g. business rules - a rule imposed by the enterprise or business unit;

h. business requirements - a requirement imposed by the enterprise or business unit.

5.4 ATTRIBUTES TO SHOW APPLICABILITY AND ALLOW REUSES
These attributes may be used by an organization that has a family of similar product lines to identify 
the applicability of the requirement (to product line, region, country, etc.) and reuse of requirements 
that may apply to a new product being developed or upgrade of an existing product.

5.4.1 A37 - APPLICABILITY 

Can be used to indicate which increment, build, release, or model a requirement applies to.
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5.4.2 A38 - REGION

Region where the product will be marketed, sold, and used.

5.4.3 A39 - COUNTRY

Country(ies) where the product will be marketed, sold, and used.

5.4.4 A40 - STATE/PROVINCE

State(s) or province(s) within a country or region where the product will be marketed, sold, and used.

5.4.5 A41 - APPLICATION

The applicability to a specific product within a product line.

5.4.6 A42 - MARKET SEGMENT

Segment of the market that will be using the product.

5.4.7 A43 - BUSINESS UNIT

A specific business unit within the enterprise that produces the product.

5.4.8 A44 - BUSINESS (PRODUCT) LINE

A specific brand or product line within a given business unit.

5.5 GUIDANCE FOR USING REQUIREMENT ATTRIBUTES 
The reason for using requirement attributes is to better manage your project.  Given that requirements 
are the common threads that tie each of the systems engineering product development life-cycle 
processes together, having insight into these processes is necessary to manage the project 
effectively.  

Hull, Jackson and Dick (2011) describe requirement attributes in terms of how they support the 
requirements engineering process, stating: “Attributes allow the information associated with a single 
requirement to be structured for ease of processing, filtering, sorting, etc.  Attributes can be used to 
support many of the abilities [associated with requirements engineering], enabling the requirements to 
be sorted or selected for further action, and enabling the requirements development process itself to 
be controlled.”

Wiegers (2003) makes the point that a key advantage of using an RMT is the ability to manage both 
the requirement and its associated attributes. “The tools let you filter, sort, and query the database to 
view selected subsets of requirements based on their attribute values.”

A major feature of a good RMT is the reports it can generate.  Managers can define specific reports 
that target various aspects of their project based on the attributes.  Some RMTs allow you to define 
a dashboard display that includes graphics based on the selected attributes.  This is only possible 
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if the project includes in the RMT schema the attributes that contain the information needed at the 
beginning of the project.  

Knowing the priority of a requirement helps to plan better project activities.  Knowing the risk allows 
mitigation of that risk.  Combining risk and priority or criticality can provide management with valuable 
information they can use to manage the project’s requirements and associated risks.  Identifying 
requirements that are both high priority (or criticality) and high risk, allows management to focus on 
the most important issues.  Again, you can create a 3×3 matrix similar to the risk matrix, but this time 
one axis is risk and the other priority or criticality.  If these attributes are not documented for each 
requirement, how will management know which requirements are high priority or critical AND high 
risk? 

Knowing the criticality of a requirement or the fact a requirement is a KDR allows managers and 
systems engineers to plan accordingly.  When under schedule or budget pressure, a KDR that is low 
priority or low criticality, but high risk, may be a candidate for deletion.

Activities like system verification and system validation are key cost and schedule drivers on any 
project.  Knowing the proposed method and approach of system verification or system validation 
facilitates the development of a more realistic budget and schedule.  Knowing the status of the 
requirement and status of the system verification and system validation activities allow management 
of the budget and schedule so actions can be taken when there are indications of problems that could 
lead to budget overruns and schedule slips before they become real problems.

A major source of budget and schedule issues is change.  Attributes such as rationale, version, 
change status, change board, priority, criticality, parent, traceability, stability, and KDR allow 
managers to access the need for a change and the potential impacts of that change.

Attributes that link artifacts from one system engineering lifecycle to another (scope to requirements, 
requirements to design, requirements to system verification and system validation activities) aid 
greatly in change management and accessing the impacts of change across all lifecycles.

A word of caution.  As with the use of all information, a “lean” approach should be taken when 
deciding which attributes will be used - don’t include a specific attribute unless you, your team, or 
your management has asked for that attribute and will be using that attribute in some manner to 
manage the project and set of requirements.  Wiegers (2006) makes the point that while attributes 
are all potentially useful, too many shouldn’t be created because “it takes effort to create and maintain 
them.”   He says that attributes should “add value” and the systems engineering team must “be 
diligent about storing that information and keeping it current.” (Wiegers, 2006)  This is a good point.  
Attributes are used to manage projects more effectively.  To use attributes to do so, they need to be 
accurate and current.  As the old saying goes, “garbage in; garbage out.”  Another applicable saying 
is “A time saving tool should not take more time to maintain than the time it saves.”
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A.  APPENDIX A.  ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AFIS   Association Française d’Ingénierie Systèmes
API  Application Program Interface
BA   Business analyst
BNR  Business Needs and Requirements
BRS  Business Requirement Specification
CDR  Critical Design Review
CMMI  Capability Maturity Model
ConOps  Concept of Operations
IAD   Interface Agreement Definition
ICD   Interface Control Document
IEC    International Electrotechnical Commission
IIDD   Internal Interface Definition Document
IRD   Interface Requirements Document
INCOSE  International Council on Systems Engineering
ISO   International Organization for Standardization
IV&V  Independent Verification and Validation
KDR   Key Driving Requirement
MBSE  Model Based Systems Engineering
OpsCon  Operational Concept
PDR  Preliminary Design Review
PMI  Project Management Institute
RE   Requirements Engineer
REGAL  Requirements Engineering Guide for All
RMT  Requirement Management Tool
RWG   Requirements Working Group
SE  Systems Engineering
STE   Simplified Technical English
SBP   Strategic Business Plan
SDK  Software Development Kit
SDR  System Design Review
SNR  Stakeholder Needs and Requirements
SOI  System of Interest
SOP  Standard Operating Procedure
SOW  Statement of Work
StRD  Stakeholder Requirement Document
StRS  Stakeholder Requirement Specification
SysM   Systems Modeling Language
SyRD  System Requirement Document
SyRS  System Requirement Specification
Vocab   Vocabulary
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B.  APPENDIX B.  REQUIREMENT PATTERNS

B.1 INTRODUCTION TO REQUIREMENT PATTERNS
The notion of requirement patterns (boilerplates or templates) was initially applied within the Future 
Surface Combatant (FSC) defence project in the United Kingdom in 1998 (Dick and Llorens, 2012) 
as an aid to solve several difficulties when writing different types of textual requirements (timeliness, 
etc.).   Once requirement writers are shown a good example of how to form a requirement statement 
based on its type, the difficulty in writing a properly formed requirement was largely overcome. 

These kinds of “structured and normalized” examples of types of requirements can be defined 
in patterns. A pattern may be structured as a sequential list of place-holders, including words, 
along with syntactic or semantic restrictions. These place holders are generally called pattern 
slots. The requirement text is written per a requirement pattern that is appropriate to what is to be 
communicated.  

For example, the following figure represents a requirement statement and the associated candidate 
pattern. In this example, the requirement pattern has 6 pattern slots. 

The Power_Supply shall have an Availability greater than or equal to 98%. 

<Subsystem> <shall> <have> <a: Optional> <PHYSICAL_PROPERTY> <OPERATOR> 
<PERCENTAGE>

Currently, the terminology for defining the abstractions that represent common natural language 
requirement structures at the syntactic and semantic level is not mature enough. Several approaches 
are used in the literature (see references at the end of this appendix) with very similar intent.

One common approach uses “requirement templates”. The term “template” is most often used in 
the field of requirements management to refer to the structure and organization of a requirements 
document. The use of such templates helps ensure that the authors consider the complete range 
of concerns when organizing a set of requirement statements. For requirement statements, some 
authors have coined a more detailed term: “statement-level template” to avoid confusion with 
templates for requirement sets (Dick and Llorens, 2012).

In another approach Hull et al (2002) use “boilerplates” to refer to a grammatical structure for an 
individual textual requirement. 

The term “pattern” has a clear meaning in software (Gamma et al, 1994) and recently systems 
engineering, usually representing a reusable structure that resolves a problem by instantiating and 
configuring this structure to become a solution. INCOSE and others promote this term for use in the 
system engineering life-cycle (Patterns Working Group at INCOSE). To align with these uses, this 
guide uses the term “patterns” to represent the concept of common natural language requirements 
structures representing syntactic and semantic information (restrictions and properties).
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As this guide describes, many different factors contribute to the realization of high-quality requirement 
statements and sets of requirements.  One important way to assist in achieving high quality of 
requirement statements and sets of requirements is by the proper definition and agreement of a set 
of requirement patterns, with which the requirements must comply. This appendix therefore provides 
additional detail on requirement patterns. 

The concept of a requirement patter’ is mentioned in several sections of the guide—patterns are used 
to ensure that requirements and requirement sets obey the rules in this guide so that they have the 
desired characteristics.

B.2 BENEFITS OF USING PATTERNS TO FORM REQUIREMENT 
STATEMENTS
Having a set of requirements conforming to agreed-to patterns contributes to the requirement 
verification activity and helps to ensure the requirements properly communicate stakeholder needs. In 
addition, writing requirements following a set of agreed-upon patterns also makes it easier to:

• write concise, easy to read and atomic requirements;

• find and classify requirements in a large document;

• find missing requirements (completeness);

• find inconsistences within a large set of requirements;

• find duplicated requirements (and finding and reusing requirements in general); and

• follow with other activities such as analysis and implementation.

In addition, following a set of agreed-upon patterns also leads to a consistent set of requirements, 
and the automatization of several requirement management activities such as:

• the semi-automatic requirement verification that requirement statements have the 
characteristics and conform to the rules defined in this guide;

• the verification of other consistency and completeness rules associated with systems 
engineering artifacts generated across all system lifecycles (e.g. consistency of requirements vs 
design as stated in a models);

• the extraction of entities, properties, etc. from requirements or unstructured documents; and

• the translation of requirements to different languages.

Finally, requirement patterns can also facilitate the process of properly teaching a good and common 
way of writing requirements, and leverage the use of consistent vocabulary.
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B.3 BUILDING BLOCKS FOR REQUIREMENT PATTERNS
When it comes to defining the grammar of a requirement pattern, recursion has to be taken into 
account. In that sense, requirement patterns may be made up, if necessary, of smaller patterns 
(building blocks) that can also be further split in even smaller blocks. 

This makes requirement patterns more modular and reusable, since different types of requirements 
can share some common building blocks, whilst also having unique elements. 

For example, some special types of requirements may include (optionally) performance information.  
If the performance information is represented as a second level pattern, several advantages can be 
gathered:

• This second level pattern might be reused among different top level patterns.

• Variations of the second level pattern can be defined, yet extending the ‘expressivity’ of the 
entire catalog of patterns, with no need of changing the top-level ones.

Fortunately, the recursion referred in this appendix is not too deep; just a few levels should be enough 
to provide a set of flexible and reusable catalog of patterns. Usually, the complex patterns are formed 
by sub-patterns and the simple patterns are formed by simple restrictions, defining a set of building 
blocks. The way to construct these patterns catalog (bottom up, top down, iterative, etc.) is left to 
each organization based on their specific needs. 

As an example, Figure B-1 shows the structure of sub-patterns used as building blocks that may be in 
a catalog of patterns. 

Writing requirements based on agreed patterns is a good approach that will result in a consistent set 
of requirements. However, dealing with consistent patterns is largely pointless if the actual words and 
concepts used to specify a requirement are not used consistently.  Every organization must solve this 
challenge within the scope of the knowledge management process.  This common ontology must be 
implemented within the schema to be used to document and manage the requirement development 
and systems engineering process activities.

Figure B 1. Requirement pattern building blocks
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Other sources of requirement patterns are:

• Jeremy Dick, Juan Llorens, “Using Statement-level Templates to Improve the Quality 
of Requirements”, International Conference on Software and Systems Engineering and 
Applications. ICSSEA 2012, Paris, France. 

• Hull et al: Requirements Engineering, Springer, 2012.

• “EARS – Easy Approach to Requirements Syntax”,  
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/5636542/

• The PABRE Catalog: http://www.upc.edu/gessi/PABRE/index.html

• ARTEMIS CRYSTAL EU Research Project: http://www.crystal-artemis.eu/

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/5636542/
http://www.upc.edu/gessi/PABRE/index.html
http://www.crystal-artemis.eu/
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C.  APPENDIX C.  COMMENT FORM

Reviewed Document:
Name of submitter (first name & last name):
Date Submitted:
Contact information (email address):
Type of submission (individual/group):
Group name and number of contributors 
(if applicable)

Please	read	examples	carefully	before	providing	your	
comments	(and	delete	the	examples	provided.)

Comment 
sequence 
number

Commenter 
name

Category (TH, 
TL, E, G)

Section number   
(eg, 2.1.1, no 

alpha)

Specific 
reference (e.g., 
paragraph, line, 
Figure no., Table 

no.)

Issue, comment 
and rationale

(rationale 
must make 

comment clearly 
evident and 
supportable)

Proposed 
Changed/New 

Text
--   MANDATORY 

ENTRY  --
(must be 

substantial to 
increase

the odds of 
acceptance)

Importance 
Rating

(R = Required,
I = Important,

T = Think 
About for future 

version)

Submit comments to Working Group chair. Current WG chair will be listed at:

http://www.incose.org/techcomm.html 

If this fails, comments may be sent to info@incose.org (the INCOSE main office), which can relay to 
the appropriate WG, if so requested in the comment cover page.

http://www.incose.org/techcomm.html 
mailto:info%40incose.org?subject=
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Figure 1. Transformation of needs into requirements (Ryan, 2013).

Needs and requirements exist at several levels.  There is an enterprise view; a business management view; 
a business operations view; a systems view; and system element views. A system may comprise several 
elements including products, people, and processes.  Together these elements enable a needed capability for 
the organization.  At each level, needs are documented and transformed through analysis into requirements. 
Requirements can be on both the organization, program/project, and people developing a system as well 
as requirements on the systems the enterprise develops. The resulting requirements will be documented, 
agreed-to, baselined, and will be put under configuration management.  Once a set of requirements has been 
documented, agreed-to, and baselined at one level they will flow down to the next level as shown in Figure 1.  
In all cases, for each level, the set of requirements can be traced back to the requirements at the previous level 
from which they were either decomposed or derived.  This process continues for each level.

DEFINITIONS
An entity is a single thing to which a need or requirement refers: an enterprise, business unit, system, or 
system element (which could be a product, process, human, or organization).

A need is the result of a formal transformation of one or more concepts into an agreed-to expectation for an 
entity to perform some function or possess some quality (within specified constraints).

A requirement statement is the result of a formal transformation of one or more needs into an agreed-to 
obligation for an entity to perform some function or possess some quality (within specified constraints).
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Formal Transformation. Given the requirement 
is a result of a formal transformation, the following 
characteristics of a well-formed requirement have 
been derived:

• C1 - Necessary: The requirement defines an 
essential capability, characteristic, constraint, 
or quality factor.

• C2 - Appropriate: The specific intent and 
amount of detail of the requirement is 
appropriate to the level (level of abstraction) of 
the entity to which it refers.  

• C5 - Singular: The requirement should state a 
single capability, characteristic, constraint, or 
quality factor.

• C8 - Correct: The requirement must be an 
accurate representation of the entity need from 
which it was transformed.

• C9 - Conforming: The individual requirements 
should conform to an approved standard 
template and style for writing requirements.  

Agreed-to Obligation. Since the requirement is to be 
a part of a fair agreement to meet an obligation, the 
following characteristics of a requirement have been 
derived.

• C3 - Unambiguous: The requirement is stated 
in such a way that it can be interpreted in only 
one way.

• C4 - Complete: The requirement sufficiently 
describes the necessary capability, 
characteristic, constraint, or quality factor to 
meet the entity need without needing other 
information to understand the requirement.

• C6 - Feasible: The requirement can be realized 
within entity constraints (e.g., cost, schedule, 
technical, legal, ethical, regulatory) with 
acceptable risk.

• C7 - Verifiable: The requirement is structured 
and worded such that its realization can be 
proven (verified) to the customer’s satisfaction 
at the level the requirement exists.

A set of requirements is a structured set of agreed-to requirement expressions for the entity and its 
external interfaces documented in an Entity (Enterprise/Business Unit/System/System Element/Process) 
Requirements Specification (Document).  A set of requirements results from the formal transformation of the 
set of needs that represents an agreed-to obligation for the entity. 

Formal Transformation. Given the set of 
requirement is the result of a formal transformation, 
the following characteristics of the requirement set 
have been derived:

• C10 - Complete: The requirement set stands 
alone such that it sufficiently describes 
the necessary capabilities, characteristics, 
constraints, interfaces, standards, regulations 
and/or quality factors to meet the entity needs 
without needing other information.

• C11 - Consistent: The set of requirements 
contains individual requirements that are 
unique, do not conflict with or overlap 
other requirements in the set, and the units 
and measurement systems they use is 
homogeneous. The language used within the 
set of requirements is consistent (i.e., the same 
word is used throughout the set to mean the 
same thing).

Agreed-to Obligation. Since the set of requirements 
is to be a result of a fair agreement to meet an 
obligation, the following characteristics of the set 
have been derived:

• C12 - Feasible: The requirement set can be 
realized within entity constraints (e.g., cost, 
schedule, technical, legal, ethical, regulatory) 
with acceptable risk.

• C13 - Comprehensible: The set of requirements 
must be written such that it is clear as to what 
is expected by the entity and its relation to the 
system of which it is a part.

• C14 - Able to be validated: It must be able to 
be proven the requirement set will lead to the 
achievement of the entity needs within the 
constraints (such as cost, schedule, technical, 
legal, ethical, and regulatory compliance).

Table 1. Characteristics of well formed requirements.

Table 2. Characteristics of a well-formed set of requirements.
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VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION
“Verification” and “validation” are very ambiguous unless preceded by a modifier that clearly indicates what 
concept the term is referring to.  When using these terms, it should be clear as to which concept is being 
referred to: requirement verification or requirement validation; design verification or design validation; system 
verification or system validation.   The following definitions of these terms are included in terms of a product life 
cycle:

Requirement Verification: the process of ensuring 
the requirement meets the rules and characteristics 
defined for writing a good requirement. The focus is on 
the wording and structure of the requirement. “Is the 
requirement worded or structured correctly in accordance 
with the organization’s standards, guidelines, rules, and 
checklists?” In accordance with the earlier discussion 
on levels of requirements above the system level, these 
standards, guidelines, rules, and checklists would be 
developed at the business management and operations 
levels.

Requirement Validation: confirmation that the 
requirements and requirement set is an agreed-to 
transformation that clearly communicates the stakeholder 
needs and expectations in a language understood by the 
developers. The focus is on the message the requirements 
and requirement set is communicating. “Does the 
requirements and requirements set clearly and correctly 
communicate the stakeholder expectations and needs?” 
“Are we doing the right things?” or “Are we building the 
right thing [as defined by the requirement set?”

Design Verification: the process of ensuring the design 
meets the rules and characteristics defined for the 
organization’s best guidelines for design. The focus is 
on the design process. “Did we follow our organization’s 
guidelines for doing the design correctly?” Per the earlier 
discussion on levels of requirements above the system 
level, these standards, guidelines, rules, and checklists 
would be developed at the business management and 
operations levels.  The design process also includes 
ensuring the design reflects the design-to requirements. 
Thus, design verification is also a confirmation the 
design is an agreed-to transformation of the design-to 
requirements into a design that clearly implements those 
requirements correctly. “Does the design clearly and 
correctly represent the design-to requirement set?” “Did we 
design the thing right?”

Design Validation:  confirmation the design will result in a 
system that meets its intended purpose in its operational 
environment. Will the design result in a system that will 
meet the stakeholder expectations (needs) that were 
defined during the scope definition phase? The focus is 
on the message the design is communicating. “How well 
does the design meet the intent of the stakeholders?” “Do 
we have the right design?” “Are we doing the right things?” 
“Will this design result in the stakeholder expectations and 
needs being met?”

System Verification: a process performed after design, 
build, or coding, making sure the designed and built 
or coded system meets its requirements. The focus is 
on the built or coded system and how well it meets the 
agreed-to requirement set that drove the design and 
fabrication. Methods used for system verification include: 
test, demonstration, inspection, or analysis. “Did we build 
the thing right?”  Also, included in system verification is 
a determination that the team responsible for building or 
coding the system of interests followed the organization’s 
rules, guidelines, and best practices associated with 
manufacturing and coding defined at the business 
management and operations levels. The focus is on the 
manufacturing or coding processes. “Did we follow our 
organization’s guidelines for manufacturing or coding 
correctly?”

System Validation: a process that occurs after system 
verification that makes sure the designed, built, and 
verified system meets its intended purpose in its 
operational environment. The focus is on the completed 
system and how well it meets stakeholder expectations 
(needs) that were defined during the scope definition 
phase that should have occurred at the beginning of the 
project. “Did we build the right thing?”
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Figure 2. Verification and validation in context.

RULES FOR REQUIREMENT STATEMENTS  
AND SETS OF REQUIREMENTS

Accuracy
R1 - Use definite article “the” rather than the indefinite 
article ‘a’.
R2 - Use the active voice in the main sentence structure 
with the responsible entity clearly identified.
R3 - Ensure the subject and verb of the requirement are 
appropriate to the level to which the requirement refers.
R4 - Only use terms defined in the glossary.
R5 - Reserved
R6 - Use appropriate units when stating quantities. All 
numbers should have units of measure explicitly stated.
R7 - Avoid the use of vague terms such as “some”, 
“any”, “allowable”, “several”, “many”, “a lot of”, “a few”, 
“almost always”, “very nearly”, “nearly”, “about”, “close 
to”, “almost”, and “approximate”.
R8 - Reserved.
R9 - Avoid escape clauses such as such as “so far as 
is possible”, “as little as possible”, “where possible”, “as 
much as possible”, “if it should prove necessary”, “if 
necessary”, “to the extent necessary”, “as appropriate”, 
“as required”,  “to the extent practical”, and “if 
practicable..
R10 - Avoid open-ended clauses such as “including but 
not limited to”, “etc.” and  ”and so on.”.

Concision
R11 - Avoid superfluous infinitives such as ‘.. be 
designed to …’, ‘…be able to …..’, ‘…be capable of…’.
R12 -  Use a separate clause for each condition or 
qualification.

Non-ambiguity
R13 - Use correct grammar.
R14 - Use correct spelling.
R15 - Use correct punctuation.
R16 - Use a defined convention to express logical 
expressions
such as “[X AND Y]”, “[X OR Y]”, [X XOR Y]”, “NOT[X 
OR Y]”.
R17 - Avoid the use of “not.”
R18 - Avoid the use of the oblique (“/”) symbol except in 
units, i.e. Km/hr

Singularity
R19 - Write a single sentence that contains a single 
thought conditioned and qualified by relevant sub-
clauses.
R20 - Avoid combinators that join clauses, such as 
“and”, ”or”, ”then”, ”unless”, ”but”, ”as well as”, ”but also”, 
”however”, ”whether”, ”meanwhile”, ”whereas”, ”on the 
other hand”, and ”otherwise.” 
R21 – Reserved
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R22 - Avoid phrases that indicate the purpose of the 
requirement.
R23 - Avoid parentheses and brackets containing 
subordinate text.
R24 - Enumerate sets explicitly instead of using a group 
noun to name the set.
R25 - When a requirement is related to complex 
behavior, refer to the supporting diagram or model.

Completeness
R26 - Avoid the use of pronouns and indefinite pronouns. 
R27 - Avoid relying on headings to support explanation 
or understanding of the requirement.

Realism
R28 - Avoid using unachievable absolutes such as 100% 
reliability or 100% availability.
R29 - State applicability conditions explicitly.
R30- Express the propositional nature of a condition 
explicitly instead of giving lists of conditions.

Uniqueness
R31 - Classify the requirement according to the aspects 
of the problem or system it addresses.
R32 - Express each requirement once and only once.

Abstraction
R33 - Avoid stating a solution unless there is rationale 
for constraining the design. Focus on the problem “what” 
rather than the solution “how.”

Quantifiers
R34 - Use “each” instead of “all”, “any’’ or “both’ when 
universal quantification is intended
R35 - Define quantities with a range of values 
appropriate to the level stated.
R36 - Provide specific measurable performance targets 
appropriate to the level at which the requirement is 
stated.
R37 - Define temporal dependencies explicitly instead of 
using indefinite temporal keywords such as “eventually”, 
“until”, “before”, “when”, “after”, “as”, “once”, “earliest”, 
“latest”, “instantaneous”, “simultaneous”, “while”, ”at last.

Uniformity of Language
R38 - Use each term consistently throughout 
requirement sets.
R39 - If acronyms are used in requirement statements, 
use a consistent set of acronyms.

R40 - Avoid the use of abbreviations in requirement 
statements.
R41 - Use a project-wide style guide for individual 
requirements and for sets of requirements.

Modularity
R42 - Reserved.
R43 - Group related requirements together.
R44 – Conform to a defined structure or template 
for sets of requirements and patterns for individual 
requirement statements.

ATTRIBUTES OF REQUIREMENTS 
STATEMENTS

A requirement expression includes a requirement 
statement with a set of associated attributes. 

An attribute is additional information included with 
a requirement statement, which is used to aid in the 
management of that requirement.

A minimum set of attributes that should be defined for each 
requirement are annotated with an asterisk (“*”)

Attributes to Help Define the Requirement and 
its Intent

A1 - Rationale*
A2 - System Of Interest (SOI) Primary Verification 
Method*
A3 - SOI Verification Approach
A4 - Trace To Parent Requirements* 
A5 - Trace To Source*
A6 - Condition Of Use
A7 - States And Modes

Attributes Associated with the System of 
Interest (SOI) Verification

A8 - SOI Verification Level
A9 - SOI Verification Phase
A10 - SOI Verification Results
A11 - SOI Verification Status

Attributes to Help Maintain the Requirements
A12 - Unique Identifier*
A13 - Unique Name
A14 - Originator/Author*
A15 - Date Requirement Entered
A16 - Owner*
A17 – Stakeholders
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A18 - Change Board
A19 - Change Status
A20 - Version Number
A21 - Approval Date 
A22 - Date Of Last Change
A23 - Stability
A24 - Responsible Person
A25 - Requirement Verification Status*
A26 - Requirement Validation Status*
A27 - Status (Of Requirement)
A28 - Status (Of Implementation)
A29 - Trace To Interface Definition
A30 - Trace To Peer Requirements
A31 - Priority*
A32 - Criticality
A33 - Risk*
A34 - Key Driving Requirement (KDR)
A35 - Additional Comments
A36 - Type/Category

Attributes to Show Applicability and Allow 
Reuse 

A37 - Applicability
A38 - Region
A39 - Country
A40 - State/Province
A41 - Application
A42 - Market Segment
A43 - Business Unit
A44 - Business (Product)Line
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